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Abstract
Keywords: Tiny House; Tiny village; Densification; Urban Sprawl; Spatial Analysis
Tiny houses are emerging in the Netherlands. These tiny villages are affecting the Dutch landscape in a way that
does not seem to be in line with the spatial policy. This policy is focused on densification of the existing urban areas.
The objective of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the emergence of tiny houses in the Netherlands
by making a comparison between densification policy on one hand and currently implemented tiny villages on the
other hand. Map studies were executed to analyse the spatial characteristics of tiny villages, these findings were reflected upon the policy goals regarding densification. The conclusion shows that for the tiny villages in order to comply with the policy on densification, more attention should be paid to increasing densities and sustainable transport.
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Summary
This thesis consist of a spatial analysis of tiny villages in the Netherlands. The spatial characteristics of tiny villages
are reflected upon Dutch policy goals regarding densification.
Over the past decades tiny houses gained popularity and it is predicted that these trend will continue in the near
future. The way tiny houses are implemented seems to be predominantly detached with relatively much space in
between. At the same time, land use policy in the Netherlands is focused on densification of existing built up areas.
The way tiny houses are spatially arranged and the policy focused on densification seem to potentially form a contradiction.
Little research so far is done on tiny houses, existing research is often student work like bachelor and master theses.
Current research about tiny houses is mainly focused on the tiny house movement and on movable tiny houses, the
so called ‘tiny house on wheels’. So far, many possible advantages of tiny houses are highlighted in literature. Tiny
houses are never investigated on their spatial characteristics. This thesis enriches the research on tiny houses by
analysing tiny houses from a spatial point of view. In the light of the increasing amount of tiny houses in the Netherlands, the results in this thesis help to make better spatial choices when planning for tiny villages in the future.
The objective of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the emergence of tiny houses in the Netherlands
by making a comparison between densification policy on one hand and currently implemented tiny villages on the
other hand. The main question asked in this thesis is: How do tiny villages comply with densification policies? In
this regard, the term ‘tiny village’ refers to a certain location with at least 5 grouped tiny houses.
First, an internationally oriented literature study was executed to gain a better insight in the true meanings of densification The incentives to strive for densification but also the critique towards densification is analysed. Secondly,
a policy analysis aims to clarify the role of densification in the Netherlands. Therefore, the policy documents MIRT,
SVIR, NOVI and the ladder for sustainable development were elaborately analysed by investigating the role of densification in the documents and by tracking down the aim of the legislator. Thirdly, based on the findings in the policy
analysis substantiated with academical underpinning, a map study in ArcGIS Pro was undertaken to spatially analyse
the thirty-one tiny villages in the Netherlands.
In the analysed policy documents the meaning densification slightly differs per policy document. Thereby, multiple
reasons to strive for densification come forward in the policies. These are for example the protection of the open
landscape, limiting car use, an increased efficiently in investments in current infrastructure and an intensified use
of existing functions. The policies state that densification must come with extra attention towards quality of life, for
example enhancing urban greenspace.
The results of the spatial analysis of tiny villages show that these villages are often built within existing built up
areas, resulting in a good mix of land uses on walking distance. Thereby, greenery takes a strong position in the majority of the analysed tiny villages. Highly differing results were to find on the concept of sustainable transport. Too
often distances to bus stops and especially train stations were outside distances perceived to encourage walking or
cycling. Also, tiny villages are mostly built with low densities. These results form a two-dimensional answer to the
main question. Externally, tiny villages comply with the policy with the exception that the nearest option for public
transport is too often out of reach. Internally, the results are the other way around. Yes, tiny villages are green, but
low densities prevent an efficient use of sparingly available space.
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1 Introduction
1.1 A stressed housing market
Urban land is expanding. All over Europe cities are growing outside their initial boundaries. This trend can be clarified by an increase in personal living space, an increase in single households (Haase et al., 2013) and more people
living in urban areas (United Nations, 2019). Thereby, since housing prices as well as rent prices are on the rise
(Eurostat, 2020), housing affordability is under pressure in big parts of Europe. Shearer et al (2018) indicates that
this stressed housing market, together with an increase in environmental awareness (Anson, 2014), can form an
incubator for the emergence of a new housing form: tiny houses.
1.2 Tiny houses
Anson (2014) describes the tiny house movement as a ‘’(…) social and architectural trend that advocates living simply in small spaces’’ (p. 292). Tiny houses are originally a phenomenon from the United States. In the United States,
the maximum floor space to define a dwelling a tiny house remains open for discussion. 50m2 Is often named in
scholarly articles (Shearer et al., 2018), in the International Residential Code (a building code made by the International Code Council and used by jurisdictions in the US) the maximum floorspace is set on 37m2 (International Code
Council, 2018). Tiny houses can be permanent with a foundation in the soil, partly moveable like a transformed
shipping container or trailer based and so movable (Shearer et al., 2018).
Recent studies pointed out that tiny houses can provide multiple opportunities. Tiny houses are seen as aﬀordable and energy eﬃcient with lower outright costs (Ford & Gomez-Lanier, 2017); (Brokenshire, 2018); (Shearer et
al., 2018); (Crawford & Stephan, 2020). Thereby tiny houses have the potential to increase urban density (Ford &
Gomez-Lanier, 2017); (Shearer et al., 2018) and can provide temporary housing (Ford & Gomez-Lanier, 2017). Tiny
houses can provide social benefits through a strong community focus (Kilman, 2016), can even be seen as a chance
to provide ‘ageing in place’ (Shearer et al., 2018) and can be utilized to provide shelter for the homeless (Ford &
Gomez-Lanier, 2017).
There are multiple reasons for people to live in a tiny house. The predominant motive seems to be the low financial
costs of living in a tiny house. These low costs come with advantages like working less, retire early and saving money
(Kilman, 2016); (Shearer et al., 2018). Secondly, reasons related to environmental sustainability are key for people
to live in a tiny house (Shearer et al., 2018). Mutter (2013) specifies this further with the following motivations to
live tiny: ‘’simplicity, sustainability and environmentalism, lower cost, freedom and mobility, sense of community
and interest in design’’ (p. 3).
1.3 Research on tiny houses
The amount of research about tiny houses is limited and mainly focused in the context of the United States, the
majority of research focused on the tiny house on wheels (Weetman, 2018). Thereby, research tends to focus on
the tiny house movement instead of tiny houses as physical elements. Also the potential benefits of tiny houses are
elaborately named in research. Referring to current literature on tiny houses, Anson (2014) writes ‘’(…) unmitigated
praise of the current tiny house phenomenon (…)’’ (p. 290). Thereby, a substantial portion of research about tiny
houses seems to be student work like bachelor and master theses.
Current research lacks a relation between the tiny house, seen as a physical object in space, and spatial planning.
Tiny houses are never structurally investigated on their spatial characteristics and implementation. A comprehensive internet study on tiny villages learns that the current way of implementing tiny houses seems to be predominantly detached with relatively much space and air in between the tiny houses. This seems to be a contradiction to contemporary debate in spatial planning in which the focus is on densification of existing urban areas. Neuman (2005)
underlines this by stating that Single-use zoning, in which dwellings are detached, can contributed to urban sprawl.
1.4 Urban densification
Land consumption is still increasing nowadays in the context of European cities. Even developments like population
declines and a decrease in the amount of households seems not to counteract this development (Haase et al., 2013).
Densification is gaining attention in literature and remains a topic of interest in the field of spatial planning (Dembski et al., 2020). Dembski et al (2020) explain that two factors stimulate the renewed attention to densification
strategies. The first reason can be found in the revival of the city in Europe that resulted in growing urban areas.
This revival is established by the worldwide trend of urbanisation. The second reason for an increase of attention
towards densification relates to the increase in awareness towards climate change. This emphasizes the need for
more sustainable land development.
In the context of spatial planning, the term densification can refer to an increase in the ratio of buildings to land as
Emerging Tiny Houses In The Netherlands, Risking Urban Sprawl? Sjoerd Wiltjer. Wageningen University. March 2021
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well as an increase in inhabitants to land (Dembski et al., 2020). The process of densification happens within the
existing built up area and is the opposite of urban expansion (Broitman & Koomen, 2015). In the search for a definition of densification, another perspective is found by investigating the reasons behind densification. Densification is
not necessarily a goal in itself but is highly linked to sustainability (See Fatone et al., 2012 for a framework in which
this comes forward). More specifically, densification can be seen as a means to create sustainable urban form (Daneshpour & Shakibamanesh, 2011); (Jabareen, 2006). Additionally, Fatone et al (2012) stresses the importance to
see urban densification in a qualitative rather than a quantitative matter in order to make case specific choices and
to increase the urban quality.
In contemporary literature densification is open for debate (Fatone et al., 2012). In 2011, Melia et al. concludes that
higher densities can lead to a decrease in car use. Thereby, densification as a possibility to protect natural areas on
the long term (Van der Waals, 2000). Thereby, densification is often praised because it can limit urban sprawl with
its negative consequences (Dieleman et al., 1999). But there is also critique towards densification. Gordon & Richardson (1997) argue that densification goes against living preferences and that the positive effects of densification
lack evidence. Despite the critique towards urban densification, densification is commonly promoted by European
governments nowadays (Dembski et al., 2020).
1.5 The Netherlands as a case
In this thesis, the focus will be on the spatial context of the Netherlands, this choice is motivated as follows. First,
multiple indicators show that there is an increase in popularity for tiny houses in the Netherlands. This is for example indicated in research done by Hoorn & Kotte (2016) and USP Marketing Consultancy (2020). Thereby, active
private Facebook communities like ‘Tiny House Nederland’ with more than 11.000 members (Facebook, 2015) and
the open Facebook page, also named ‘Tiny House Nederland’ with 28.000 likes are an indicator for the increase in
popularity (Tiny House Nederland, z.d.). There are also multiple active blogs of people that live in a tiny house (Tiny
House Nederland, 2020), and google trends shows an increase in people searching for the term ‘tiny house’ (Fig. 1).
The respond of municipalities and planners resulting in an increase in locations for tiny houses and waiting lists for
the habitation of new built tiny houses can also be seen as an indicator for demand growth.

Figure 1. From 2015 till 2020, more people are searching for ‘Tiny House’ on Google search (Google, 2020).

Secondly, the Netherlands deals with a housing shortage of 331.000 houses, which is 4,2% of the total housing stock
(BZK, 2020 -a). At least until 2030 there is expected to be a shortage. Thereby the amount of households increases
faster than the population growth because of households getting smaller (Centraal Bureau Statistiek, 2020b). This
housing shortage can strengthen the rise of tiny houses, as Shearer et al (2018) indicated. The housing shortage has
a close relationship with the rapidly increasing housing prices with 2019 as the first year with an average housing
price of more than 3 tons, more specifically €308.000 (Centraal Bureau Statistiek, 2020a).
Thirdly, the high pressure on land availability, and the resulting focus on densification in spatial policies makes the
Netherlands a suitable, interesting spatial context to execute this research. ‘’The Netherlands is densely populated
and highly urbanised. Growth management and spatial planning have a long-standing tradition’’ (van der Valk, 2002,
p.201). Dutch policy regarding land use planning is already focused on densification and preventing urban sprawl for
decades (Dieleman et al., 1999). In 2012, the ladder for sustainable development was introduced, this makes urban
planning in the Netherlands increasingly focused on densifying the urban areas (Dembski et al., 2020).
Fourthly, tiny houses in the Netherlands seem to be mostly detached, accompanied by other houses and have a
shared or private public space in between the houses, the unofficially named ‘tiny villages’. This way of spatial implementation of tiny houses seems to be contrary to Dutch spatial policy that is focused on densification of existing
urban areas (Dembski et al., 2020); (Dieleman et al., 1999); (Nabielek et al., 2012).
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To summarize, the Netherlands are facing land shortage and the risk of overcrowding (Metze, 1996 in Van Der Valk,
2002). Urbanisation and densification of urban areas are contemporary developments in the Dutch context, a context that is facing a high pressure on land space and high prices for land (van der Valk, 2002); (Kadaster Nederland,
2020). Although the popularity of tiny houses seems to benefit from an increase in environmental awareness and
a stressed housing market on one hand, tiny houses are on the other hand entering a planning regime in which the
focus lays on building within existing urban areas with an high densities. Current literature points out the many
advantages of tiny houses but is overlooking the spatial implementation of those tiny houses. Contemporary spatial
implementation seems not to strike with the policy goals of densification. The increase in attention and even implementation of tiny houses activates the importance to critically investigate to what extend the current tiny villages
comply with the densification policies.
1.6 Research objective and research questions
The objective of this research is to gain a better understanding of the emergence of tiny houses in the Netherlands
by making a comparison between densification policy on one hand and currently implemented tiny villages on the
other hand. This leads to the general research question:
How do tiny villages comply with densification policies?
To work towards a conclusion on this research question, first the phenomenon of densification is explored. This
helps to identify the meaning of densification and it puts densification in a broader perspective. Incentives to strive
for densification as well as critiques towards densification are investigated. Secondly, a policy analysis is undertaken. This policy analysis aims to find out to what extend and in what way densification is described in contemporary
Dutch spatial policies. The findings of this policy analysis give shape to the analytical framework for the spatial analysis of tiny villages in the Netherlands. Thirdly, the spatial characteristics of currently implemented tiny villages are
investigated. The following specific research questions are answered in this thesis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How is urban densification debated?
How can densification be defined?
What are the incentives to strive for densification?
How is densification of urban areas criticized?
What are the characteristics of urban sprawl?
How is densification shaped/organised in the Netherlands?
What is the history of densification?
How is densification imbedded in contemporary policies?
What are the goals of densification policies?
What are the spatial characteristics of implemented tiny villages?
How compact are tiny villages?
How do tiny villages relate to sustainable transport?
How densely built are tiny villages?
How do tiny houses contribute to mixed land use?
How green are tiny villages?

In chapter two, an analytical framework is presented that forms the basis for the spatial analysis on the tiny house
villages. Chapter three elaborates on the method that was used to execute the spatial analysis. Chapter four provides answers to the research questions. Chapter 4.1 elaborates on the meaning, the pros and the cons of densification. Chapter 4.2 shows the way densification is implemented in the Dutch national spatial policy documents. In
Chapter 4.3 the results of the spatial analysis on tiny villages are presented. In chapter 5, the results are discussed
by elaborating on notable findings during the analysis and by placing the results in the academical context. Chapter
6 forms a conclusion on the main question.
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2 Towards an analytical framework for spatial analysis
This chapter consists of an analytical framework for the empirical data gathering of this thesis. The aim of this
analytical framework is to function as a basis for the method to spatially analyse tiny villages in the Netherlands as
executed in chapter 4. For this framework, theory about sustainable urban forms was used as basis. To answer the
general research question, this framework linked the theory to the Dutch policy regarding densification. The paragraphs below carefully explain the process and motivations behind the setup of the analytical framework.
On first glance, to answer the main question it seems suitable to link Dutch policy goals regarding densification
directly to the spatial characteristics of the tiny villages and draw conclusions from it. This direct way of analysing
would have required a quantitative research. For multiple reasons this impossible and undesirable. First, It turns
out that national spatial plans all underline the need for densification but concrete and measurable densification
goals on a small (neighbourhood) scale where not found. Secondly, per policy document nuanced differences in
the meaning of densification were found. The elaborated policy analysis can be found in chapter 4.2. Thirdly, there
are multiple motives to strive for densification described in the policy document. Applying the results of the policy
analysis directly upon the results of the spatial analysis will thereby also miss any academical underpinning in the
conclusion.
The lack of concrete measurable policy regarding densification on neighbourhood level, makes this research to
adapt the qualitative definition of densification that sees densification as a means to create sustainable urban
form (Broitman & Koomen, 2015). Nabielek (2011) shows that this definition is suitable for the Dutch context: ‘’the
objectives of the Dutch national spatial policy documents are strongly related to the concept of the compact city
and the general aim to create sustainable urban areas’’ (p.2). Sustainable urban form are for example the eco-city,
urban growth boundaries, the compact city, new urbanism, transit-oriented development or smart growth (Meijer
& Jonkman); (Jabareen, 2006). This broader, more qualitative definition of the concept of densification demands ‘’It is of critical importance to ensufor a suitable, qualitative analytical framework to spati- re smart initiatives resonate with the
ally investigate tiny villages. The incentives to strive for
densification as named in the Dutch policy should form significant themes in debates on the
the basis for this framework, it needs structure and aca- typologies and design concepts of susdemical underpinning however.

tainable urban forms. Jabareen (2006)
provides a detailed account of these
themes’’ (Bibri & Krogstie, 2017b).

Keeping in mind the qualitative definition of densification, the work of Jabareen (2006) came into place for this
academical underpinning. In his work ‘Sustainable Urban
Forms Their Typologies, Models, and Concepts’ Jabareen
(2006) investigates multiple urban forms to compare the sustainability of each form. These urban forms are ‘’the
neotraditional development, the urban containment, the compact city, and the eco-city’’ (p. 38). Jabareen also
identifies 7 concepts as ‘’repeated and significant themes of urban form’’ (p.39). These concepts are: ‘’compactness,
sustainable transport, density, mixed land uses, diversity, passive solar design, and greening’’ (p.38).
These seven concepts were defined by executing a thematic analysis. In Jabareen (2006): ‘’A thematic analysis is
an inductive analytical technique that involves discovering patterns, themes and concepts in the data that includes
planning and multidisciplinary literature’’ (p.3). Multidisciplinary literature related to sustainable urban form were
studied. Subsequently, the practice of pattern recognition took place. ‘’This second step looks for similarities or
patterns within the sample and codes the results by concepts’’ (p. 39). The 7 concepts as mentioned above were
the result of this analysis, this means that these concepts are regularly described in studies as necessary to create
sustainable urban form.
The 7 concepts that came out of this analysis form a suitable basis to analyse the tiny villages in this thesis for
three reasons. First, the structural analysis for achieving them show that these concepts are expressively brought
forward in the characteristics of the different urban forms by multiple studies. Secondly, these concepts identified
by Jabareen (2006) show clear linkages with the Dutch policy on densification. The link between five of these seven
concepts and the motives to strive for densification in the Dutch national policy documents is clearly present. These
concepts are: compactness, sustainable transport, density, mixed land use and greening. These five concepts help
to structure the arguments for densification given in the Dutch policy documents. The Dutch policy regarding denEmerging Tiny Houses In The Netherlands, Risking Urban Sprawl? Sjoerd Wiltjer. Wageningen University. March 2021
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sification shows no linkages between the concepts ‘diversity’ and ‘passive solar design’. These two concepts are left
out of this analytical framework.
In the following paragraphs, per concept the relevance is explained by first explaining the relation of the concepts
identified by Jabareen with sustainable urban form. After, the link between these concepts with the Dutch policy
regarding densification is explained. Thirdly, it is explained how the concept is operationalised, forming a basis for
the method to spatially analyse the tiny villages. In this way, a strong theoretical framework, based on existing policy
and academic research is created.
Compactness. Compactness can be seen as building adjacent to existing urban area to limit urban sprawl. An increase in compactness can be achieved by densification, explained as building with high densities on existing urban
(waste) land. In his article, Jabareen (2006) describes four important incentives in favour of the strive for compactness. The first refers to the protection of the non-urban landscape. Secondly, compactness should lead to better
accessible services and more interaction between people. ‘’The third is the reduction of energy consumption by
providing building densities capable of supporting district heating or combined heat and power systems’’ (p.40).
The fourth refers to a decrease the amount and the length of transport distances. This can lead to decreasing air
pollution. Through these four incentives compactness can contribute to more sustainable urban forms.
The Dutch national policy links densification with the concept of compactness in the NOVI. In this policy document
densification is explained as protection of the open landscape. To protect the open landscape of being filled with
urban developments (urban sprawl), the NOVI describes densification, among other definitions, as building within
existing urban boundaries (BZK, 2020 -b). This explanation of densification in the NOVI shows strong similarities
with the meaning of compactness as explained by Jabareen. Besides the NOVI, compactness is highly relatable to
densification in the ladder for sustainable development. The ladder is a tool that forces planners and municipalities
to build within the existing built up areas. It only allows building outside these areas when there is absolute no other
option found (BZK,2020 -b).
Based on the definition of compactness described by Jabareen and the corresponding definition, the reason to
strive for densification in the NOVI and the ladder for sustainable development, compactness is operationalised as
follows (Table 1). To apply the concept of compactness on the tiny villages, the allocation of the tiny village in its
surroundings is analysed. The boundaries of the existing built up area are of importance to do so, these boundaries
are retrieved from Esri Nederland (2014).
Not attached to
current built up
area, built up
area is more than
500 meters away

Not attached to
current built up
area, but within
500m distance of
built up area

Directly attached, Directly attached, Enclosed by built
but outside
but Inside current up areas on all
current built up
built up area
sides
area, (within 100
meters distance
of built up area)
Categorisation based on: Esri Nederland. ‘’Bevolkingskernen 2011’’ [Map]. Scale: all. ‘’CBS
Bevolkingskernen’’. May 2014.
https://services.ArcGISonline.nl/ArcGIS/rest/services/Demografie/CBS_Bevolkingskernen_2011/M
apServer. (Data viewed on 21-1-2021).

Table 1: Categorisation of compactness.

Sustainable transport. Sustainable transport has a two-sided relationship with sustainable urban form. Sustainable
transport can lead to more sustainable urban form but the urban form has also affects also the dominant transport
modes (Jabareen, 2006).
The definition of sustainable transport that Jabareen (2006) describes, is much in line with the definition be the
European union. According to the European Union, sustainable transport systems are affordable, efficient, offers
choice of multiple transport modes, limits the impact on space, limits noise pollution and meets the needs of companies individuals and societies. Thereby, sustainable urban transport should limit emissions and waste to the point
that does not exceed the earth’s carrying capacity (ECMT, 2002). Jabareen (2006) stresses the importance of land
use planning in achieving sustainable urban form. ‘’It is assumed that when the physical separation of activities is
smaller, travel needs are likely to be lower and easily met by walking, cycling, and environmentally friendly transport’’ (p.40).
This definition of sustainable transport leaves little room for ownership and usage of the private car. The European
Emerging Tiny Houses In The Netherlands, Risking Urban Sprawl? Sjoerd Wiltjer. Wageningen University. March 2021
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Union also describes that from 1990 in every European country more people own a car, but that ‘’car ownership
tends to be lowest in city centres where public transport is available and parking space is at a premium; it is highest in suburban areas poorly served by public transport’’, often perceived as urban sprawl (ECMT, 2002, p.15). It
is thereby argued that “compact, transit-oriented development shortens trips, thus encouraging non-motorized
travel. And conversion of low occupancy auto trips to mass transit cuts down per capita fuel consumption’’ (Robert
Cervero, 1998 in Jabareen, 2006, p. 40).
The Dutch policy shows clear relations between sustainable transport and densification in the MIRT. In the MIRT,
densification has the goal to counteract and limit the increasing use of the private car. This goal is has a close relation with another goal described in the MIRT that states that densification should maximize the investments in the
existing infrastructure by intensifying its use. To achieve these goals, in the MIRT it is stated that new developments
should be ‘well accessible’ and therefore take place adjacent or close to existing infrastructure such as train tracks,
metro tracks, or even highway ramps. This also results in a decrease in usage of the private car. The MIRT is thus
focused on densification near public transport nodes, a form of transit oriented development (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat et al., 2019).
Jabareen showed the role of sustainable transport for achieving sustainable urban form. The policy document MIRT
explains that new developments should take place near infrastructure nodes. For the operationalisation, a division
is made for tram/metro/bus stops on one hand and train stations on the other hand. This division is in line with the
CROW (n.d.), CROW (2019) and PBL (2010), showing that people tend to cycle to train stations and therefore the
acceptable distance to a train station increases relative to tram/metro/bus stops. Based on the available data, the
acceptable distance to a train station is determined on 1km (CROW 2019); (CROW n.d.). The acceptable distance to
a tram/metro/bus stop is 500m (CROW n.d.). This 500 meter is the same as for the concept mixed land use, for the
concept of sustainable transport however the distance from the tiny village is measured following the roads instead
of over the air. ‘Tram/metro/bus stop’ is simply abbreviated to ‘bus stop’ because it turned out that never a tram or
metro stop was the nearest transport hub seen from a tiny village. The operationalisation is shown in table 2 and 3.

Table 2: Categorisation of sustainable transport, the distance to the nearest bus stop.

Table 3: Categorisation of sustainable transport, the distance to the nearest train station.

Density. Clarifying the link between density and sustainable urban form can be seen as follows, ‘’density and dwelling type affect sustainability through differences in the consumption of energy; materials and land for housing,
transportation, and urban infrastructure’’ (Walker and Rees, 1997 in Jabareen, 2006, p.41). Thereby, an increasing
density can increase the efficiency of land use and therefore it can help to achieve higher levels of compactness. Jabareen also explains the positive relation between increasing densities leading to decreasing car use and supporting
sustainable transport with its previously described advantages.
Emerging Tiny Houses In The Netherlands, Risking Urban Sprawl? Sjoerd Wiltjer. Wageningen University. March 2021
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Density refers to the ratio between people or elements to a certain area. Density is often expressed by the floor
space index, which is the ratio between the total floor space of a building unit and land area. To exclude lofts and
second floors of tiny houses of which the size is unknown and differs per tiny house, for this thesis the ground space
index (in table 4 abbreviated to gsi) is used. The ground space index is the ratio of the surface of the tiny houses in
relation to the total surface of the tiny village. Per tiny village, first the absolute ground space index is measured.
After, the measured ground space of the tiny house neighbourhood is compared to the ground space index of the
adjacent neighbourhoods. Another interesting way to measure density is the ratio between people and land surface, the so-called population density. This is especially interesting for tiny villages because the expectation is that
this ratio will differ significantly of ratios of more common Dutch neighbourhoods. This expectation is based on the
expected smaller households living in tiny houses on one hand, but the possibly larger amount of houses on a parcel
then in more average neighbourhoods. Population density is not included in this research however since there is no
reliable data available concerning the amount of people living in a tiny house. Collecting that amount of data that it
will form a reliable amount, will extract the scope of this research, that demands for spatial characteristics.
The concept of density is clearly present in the Dutch national policy. Most clearly, density is present in the SVIR. In
the SVIR, densification has foremost the meaning to sparingly use the limited space in the Netherlands (Ministerie
van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2012). Additionally, in the NOVI one of the reasons to strive for densification is the
protecting of the open landscape. Like explained by Jabareen, increasing densities can help to achieve compactness
and so protecting the open landscape by maximising efficient use of the available land (BZK, 2020 -b).
The NOVI argues for densification by pointing out the need to sparingly use available land and to protect the open
landscape. Jabareen showed that increasing density can be useful to achieve these goals. The concept of density is
made measurable and applicable on the tiny villages as follows. The categorizations of the scores (Table 4) are based
on the national calculated ground space index of the Netherlands. This data is created by Harbers et al (2020) and
is available since August 2020.
In addition, the relative density of tiny villages in relation to their direct surroundings is analysed. This is perceived
as fair since the aim in the policy and the ladder of sustainable development is to build adjacent to current built
up areas. Because tiny villages are located in highly urbanised areas as well as small villages, relative density is an
interesting addition to the absolute density. The ground space index of the adjacent built up areas is retrieved from
the data of Harbers et al. (2020) mapped in ArcGIS Pro. This dataset covers data like the ground space index for all
of the Netherlands. Table 5 shows the operationalisation of the relative density.

Table 4: Categorisation of the concept of density.

Table 5: Categorisation of the relative density.

Mixed land use. Mixed land use relates to the diversity in functions in a given area. Jabareen (2006) distinguishes the following functions: ‘’residential, commercial, industrial, institutional, and those related to transportation’’
(p.41). When these functions are in close proximity of each other, this can have multiple advantages that contribute
to sustainable urban form. Jabareen provides an overview of these advantages. Mixed land use mainly has to reduce
travel movements, especially by private car. This leads to more liveable cities and less air pollution. This also opens
up the way for an increase in walking and cycling. In Jabareen (2006) also possible advantages related to an increase
in liveability and safety in urban areas are highlighted. Thereby it is acknowledged that the relation between travel
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behaviour and mixed land use remains difficult.
In the policy documents mixed land use plays a role in the reasons that are given to strive for densification. Stated
in the NOVI, densification defined as building within existing urban boundaries, can help to intensify and stimulate
the use of existing functions in an urban environment (BZK, 2020 -b). Mixed land use is also in close relation with
the reason for densification given in the MIRT. Here it is explained that building near existing functions can reduce
the use of the private car (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat et al., 2019). These incentives to strive for
densification named in the NOVI and MIRT show clear similarities with the findings of Jabareen.
The diversity of functions within close proximity of the tiny village forms the basis. The operationalisation of the
concept of mixed land use is as follows. For this study, a distance of 500meters to functions is seen as a reasonable
distance for walking. This is based on data presented by the CROW (2019) and CROW (n.d.). However, both sources
acknowledges that much about acceptable cycling and walking distances to functions highly differs per person and
much is unknown on this topic. For example the perceived distance, which can be influenced for by, let’s say, city
design, may be smaller in one area over another. Multiple studies done on this topic disagree about the distances
people walk to functions, 500 meters seems to be the best estimation (CROW, 2019). As a base to determine the
different functions in the proximity of tiny village, data from Esri Nederland (2020 -d) is used in ArcGIS Pro. The
detailed content of this layer is categorized into the functions ‘residential’, ‘commercial’, ‘jobs’, ‘recreational’ and
‘institutional’. The operationalisation is as follows (Table 6):

Table 6: Categorisation of mixed land use.

Greening. In achieving sustainable urban form, greening has an important position. This is substantiated by multiple reasons. Greening mitigates the effects of climate change in urban areas, thereby greening enhances and
strengthens biodiversity. Greening can also contribute positively to the quality of life, the economic attractiveness
of a place and can provide benefits related to mental and physical health (Jabareen, 2006).
Greening has a complicated relationship with densification. It is perceived that densification competes with greenery in cities (Haaland & van den Bosch, 2015). In the Dutch policy this dilemma is acknowledged. In the NOVI it is
expressed that the strive for densification should not go at the expense of the urban liveability. Therefore, the NOVI
states that densification should come with an increase in attention and budget for the urban public space, especially
greenery (BZK, 2020 -b). So, the relation with greenery and densification is explicitly named in the Dutch policies.
To give a complete answer to the main question of this thesis, it is necessary to investigate to what extend the tiny
villages can be qualified as ‘green’.
To determine the greenery of the tiny villages, the following scores are set up. The categorization for the scores
(Table 7) is based on, but not copied from data in the Klimaatatlas (Esri Nederland, 2020 -c). In the klimaatatlas, a
neighbourhood is perceived to be very green when roughly more than 60% of the surface in green. There is hardly
any green if less than 15% of the surface of a neighbourhood is green. The categorizations slightly differ because the
original data consist of 6 categories, for this study the six categories are sampled to the five categories mentioned
below.

Table 7: Categorisation of the concept of geening.
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The article of Jabareen (2006) is often mentioned by other authors, executing research in multiple fields of interest.
Generally the findings of Jabareen are mentioned in research done in the social domain (Raman, 2010); (Kyttä et al.,
2015); (Buys & Miller, 2012), the environmental domain (Larondelle et al., 2014); (Guhathakurta & Gober, 2010);
(Retzlaff, 2009), the planning domain (Siedentop & Fina, 2010); (Talen, 2011) and in studies focused on smart cities
(Bibri & Krogsti, 2017 -a); (Bibri, 2018). This overview is far from complete but gives an indication of the elaborated
use of Jabareens findings in multiple fields of interest. Based on the presence of the 7 identified concepts, Jabareen
concluded that the compact city scores best on sustainability. This conclusion is frequently named in executed research, for example in Bibri & Krogstie (2017 -b).
Analysing tiny villages upon these 7 concepts will help to answer the question how tiny houses relate to densification policies. It will provide a more complete answer to the question if tiny villages comply with policy objectives
regarding densification. Solely focussing on policy goals and tiny villages will lead to a simple, one dimensional yes/
no conclusion. Using the concepts for sustainable urban form as identified by Jabareen (2006) will help to tell more
about the sustainability of tiny villages, creating a higher value for the results in the academical context.

‘’The ideal sustainable urban form according to the design concepts of sustainable urban form is that which has
a high density and adequate diversity,
compact with mixed land uses, and its
design is based on sustainable transportation, greening, and passive solar
energy’’ (Jabareen, 2006, p.48).
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3 Research methodology
In this Chapter, the methods for gathering the data and the way the research is conducted are explained. Since little is written about tiny houses in the Netherlands and nothing is known about the connection of tiny houses and
densification strategies, the research has an explorative character. This thesis investigates implemented tiny house
projects and contemporary policy goals regarding densification, making it a cross sectional research. Empirical data
is gathered by applying a method consisting of a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods. The first Chapter
explains the delineation of the research. After, the methods of data gathering are described per research question.
3.1 Research area
To find an answer on the main question ‘how do tiny villages comply with densification policies?’, the Netherlands is
used as the area of research. The reasons behind the decision to choose the Netherlands are elaborately discussed
in the introduction of this paper (chapter 1.5) and can best be summarized by: 1. An increase in the popularity of
tiny houses. 2. A stressed housing market. 3. The high pressure on land availability and policies that are focused on
densification. 4. The current way of spatially implementing tiny houses, which seems to be contrary to the national,
spatial policy focused on densification.
3.2 Study population
Within the Netherlands a total of 31 tiny villages is selected to conduct the research on. The sampling took place
considering multiple requirements. At first, the tiny house is defined. After, the definition of a tiny village is operationalized. This requirements resulted in a list with tiny villages (annex 1) suitable to execute the research on.
Tiny house: In the Netherlands there is no official maximum floorspace to call a house a tiny house. In multiple
states In the USA, the content of appendix Q of the international building code is used. This building code is not
implemented in the Netherlands. As recorded in the international building code, a tiny house is as unit with a maximum floorspace of 37m2, lofts excluded (International Code Council, 2018). In addition, in the Netherlands 50m2
is often perceived as the maximum floor space to calla house a tiny house (Tiny House Nederland, n.d. -b). 50m2 Is
adopted in this thesis. Given the limited amount of tiny villages so far in the Netherlands, 50m2 ensures that some
tiny villages can be investigated that would otherwise fall outside this categorization, this increases scope and therefore reliability.
Another requirement is permanent inhabitation of the tiny houses, so that tiny houses used for short stays, summer
homes and tiny houses on holiday parks are left out of the scope.
For this research a differentiation between the tiny house on wheels (movable) or the tiny house built on a foundation is not perceived as necessary. Also, it does not matter if the tiny house is bought or rented or self-built or built
by a company since this has no direct spatial effect.
Tiny village: There is no clear definition for the term ’tiny village’. It is occasionally named on websites, Facebook
groups and in blogs and it refers to a group of tiny houses at a certain location. Also, the terms ‘tiny house village’ or
‘tiny community’ is used to identify a group of tiny houses together. The term ’tiny village’ is adopted in this thesis
since it better covers the spatial rather than the community focus. In this thesis, the definition of a tiny village is a
certain location with tiny houses in the Netherlands with at least five grouped tiny houses as previously defined.
The tiny villages must be legal and supported by the local council. The tiny villages should already be realised to
investigate the spatial aspects properly which means that all houses should be built and the public space should be
(mostly) planned. Individual tiny houses, that means tiny houses that are located solo or in groups of less than 5
houses are not taken into account in this research.
With these requirements a list is created with tiny villages that are suitable to execute the empirical research on.
This list is created by conducting a desk study and should not be perceived as complete. This list shows the 31 tiny
house villages on which the spatial analysis took place. Additional tiny villages with a red colour are not analysed,
the reason for this varies per tiny house village and is clearly communicated in the list. This list can be found in annex
1.
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3.3 Data collection
This Chapter will explain how the data of this explorative research will be collected. This is explained per sub research question.
3.3.1 Question 1: How is urban densification debated?
To answer this question, a literature study was conducted. First, the different meanings of densification are explored. After, densification is placed in a wide perspective by exploring the incentives to strive for densification but also
the critique towards densification. In this literature study, densification is seen in an international context.
3.3.2 Question 2: How is densification shaped/organised in the Netherlands?
Based on sub research question 1, the focus shifts from an international context to the Netherlands. In this chapter,
national spatial policy was analysed on their incentives for, and their relation to densification. The results of this
analysis served as input for the analytical framework. Three main national policy documents were analysed in which
densification plays a role. These documents are:
•
•
•

The ’Meerjarenprogramma Infrastructuur, Ruimte en Transport’ (MIRT), translated to English: Programme for
Infrastructure, Land use and Transport;
The ’Nationale Omgevingsvisie’ (NOVI), translated to English: The national vision on the physical environment;
The ’Structuurvisie Infrastructuur en Ruimte’ (SVIR), translated to English: Vision on infrastructure and physical
space.

Since densification is scattered throughout spatial policy documents and the definition can vary per policy document, the executed analysis is based on the juridical analysis developed by Von Savigny (Ifsen, 2004 in Hartmann
et al., 2018). The aim of Von Savigny’s juridical analysis is to reconstruct the intention of the makers of the content
(Stelmach & Brożek, 2011 in Hartmann et al., 2018). This juridical analysis is developed to be applied in a juridical
context, it is the aim of the analysis however why this method was chosen for the policy analysis in this thesis. The
analysis in this thesis used the four steps in Von Savigny’s juridical analysis as an inspirational basis. The steps were
broadly interpretated and shaped to make the method suitable for appliance on policy documents, this is explained
below.
The first step aims to track down the literal content. This step is free of interpretation and only extracts literal information from the documents (Hartmann et al., 2018). This aim was adopted in this thesis without further adjustments. The definition and the different motivations for densification named in the policy documents were analysed.
The second step of the juridical analysis aims to analyse the institutional positioning of analysed laws. This step determines the hierarchy of laws among each other (Hartmann et al., 2018). To make this step suitable for the policy
analysis in this thesis, some adjustments were made. In this thesis, the documents are arranged relative to each
other on the next criteria: 1. The external effect the policy documents has, the importance of the document. 2. The
importance of the role densification plays in the policy document. The policy analysis starts with this step and additionally explains the reasons why these specific policy documents are analyzed.
The third step provides a historical context. This step originally aims to investigate law in a broader debate (Hartmann et al., 2018). In this thesis, densification was studied over the years. This historical analysis was not made
per policy document individually, but forms a general literature study on the development of densification in the
Netherlands. The Chapter started at the moment Dutch policy makers considered limiting the physical growth of
cities and it ends with a brief prediction of densification for the future. Thereby, links are made to the important
Dutch policy documents in which densification was described at that time specific. Also the underlying motives for
densification at that time receive attention. Data is gathered from literature.
For the fourth step it is important to go beyond what is stated in the documents, the teleological meaning. This step
reaches the underlying intention of the legislator and identifies gaps between intention and realisation (Hartmann
et al., 2018). In this thesis, the intention of the author regarding densification was analysed. Not with the specific
goal of identifying gaps between intention and realisation as in the original juridical analysis, but to explore how
strong the strive for densification on national level really is. The fourth step again is executed per policy document
specific because the meaning of densification in the analysed policy documents can differ in nuance.
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3.3.3 Question 3: What are the spatial characteristics of implemented tiny villages?
The tiny villages are analysed upon five of the seven concepts of Jabareen (2006), as explained in the chapter 2. For
answering this research question, empirical data about tiny villages was gathered through a map study executed
in ArcGIS Pro. In figure 2, the five concepts of Jabareen (2006) are operationalised, it provides an overview of the
indicators per concept and the units of measurement used to achieve the results. This Chapter ends with a table in
which all used sources are arranged per concept, per tiny village (Table 15).

Tiny
village

Concept

Indicator

Unit of measurement

Compactness

Spatial allocation

Location of tiny village in direct surrounding

Sustainable transport

Distance to nearest bus stop

Meters

Sustainable transport

Distance to nearest train station

Kilometers

Absolute density

Ground space of tiny houses

Ground space index

Relative density

Gsi of tiny village

Gsi tiny village compared with gsi surroundings

Mixed land use

Functions

Diversity of functions within 500m from center tiny village

Greenery

Green surface tiny house village

Surface greenery as % of total surface tiny village

Figure 2: The indicators and units of measurement explained per concept.

-Not attached to
current built up
area, built up
area is more than
500 meters away

Not attached to
current built up
area, but within
500m distance of
built up area

Compactness
+Directly attached,
but outside
current built up
area, (within 100
meters distance
of built up area)

+
Directly attached,
but Inside
current built up
area

++
Enclosed by built
up areas on all
sides

Table 8: The concept of compactness operationalised.

How compact are tiny villages?
To apply the concept of compactness on the tiny villages, the location of tiny villages in relation to the surroundings
was analysed. The described locations go from sprawling locations (Not attached to the current built up area) to locations that strongly contribute to urban compactness (enclosed by the built up area on all sides). To determine if a
tiny village is built inside or outside the existing built up area, first the boundaries off the tiny village were determined. These boundaries were primarily based on Esri Nederland (2020 -a) and deviated by the author when needed
(Table 8). Then the administrative boundaries from the specific built up area (city, village) in which the tiny village is
located were determined. The administrative boundaries of the built up area are based on the map Esri Nederland
(2014). This map shows the boundaries of the built up area of 2011, 10 years ago. 2011 Was chosen because a map
with the current boundaries of built up areas often already includes the tiny village. Looking back in time makes it
clear if the tiny village was an infill or an extension of the built up area. After, the boundaries of the built up area
were compared with the boundaries of the tiny village. To determine distances from the tiny village to the boundary
of the current built up area, the measure tool in ArcGIS Pro was used. The boundaries of the tiny village are in first
place based on the Dutch cadastral map (Esri Nederland, 2020 -a). Sometimes the boundaries of the tiny village cannot be based on the cadastral map. Then, boundaries, such as a hedge, a fence, a path or a ditch were determined
by the author. When this was needed, it was clearly communicated in table 15.
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How do tiny villages relate to sustainable transport?

-Bus stop far
outside of
walkable
distance: ≥801
meter

Sustainable transport – distance to nearest bus stop
++
Bus stop outside
Bus stop just on
Bus stop inside
of walkable
walkable
walkable
distance: 601
distance: 401
distance: 201
meter – 800
meter – 600
meter – 400
meter
meter
meter

++
Bus stop amply
inside walkable
distance: ≤200
meter

Table 9: The concept of sustainable transport, distance to the nearest bus stop operationalised.

-Station far
outside cyclable
and walkable
distance: ≥2001
meter

Sustainable transport – distance to nearest train station
++
Station is outside Station is just on Station is inside
cyclable and
cyclable and
cyclable and
walkable
walkable
walkable
distance: 1501
distance: 1001
distance: 501
meter – 2000
meter – 1500
meter – 1000
meter
meter
meter

++
Station amply
inside cyclable
and walkable
distance: ≤500
meter

Table 10: The concept of sustainable transport, distance to the nearest train station operationalised.

For the concept of sustainable transport, per tiny village two distances were measured. First the distance to the
nearest bus stop was measured (Table 9), additionally the distance to nearest train station was measured (Table 10).
Distances were determined using the route function on Google Maps (Google, z.d.). First the starting point of the
route was determined in the centre of the tiny village. The end point was determined by clicking on the nearest bus
stop or train station. In line with the findings of the CROW (n.d.), for the train stations the transport mode ‘cycling’
was selected, for the bus stops ‘walking’ was selected, incidentally influencing the routes that are generated by
Google Maps. Every time after a route was generated by Google Maps, the author manually analysed the route if
any errors or unlogic choices were present.
The concept of sustainable transport is the only concept for which ArcGIS Pro was not used. The reason for deviation
of ArcGIS Pro is because the distances in ArcGIS Pro should have been determined and measured manually. This
would have taken too much time and would have lacked accuracy in relation to Google Maps. Google Maps is able to
automatically generate a route between two given points, following the network of roads and paths and therefore
perceived more suitable for this analysis (Google, z.d.).
How densely built are tiny villages?

-Very low: ≤0,12

Absolute ground space index
++
Low: 0,13-0,24
Medium: 0,25High: 0,37-0,48
0,36

Table 11: The concept of density, operationalised by the ground space index.

-2 or more classes
lower than
adjacent built up
area

1 class lower
than adjacent
built up area

Relative ground space index
++
Similar gsi as
1 class higher
adjacent built up than adjacent
area
built up area

++
Very high: 0,490,60

++
2 or more classes
higher than
adjacent built up
area

Table 12: The concept of relative density, operationalised by the ground space index of the adjacent built up area.

To investigate the density of the tiny village (Table 11), the ground space index (in the score tables abbreviated to
gsi) was used. The total surface of the neighbourhood was divided by the sum of the ground surfaces of all present
tiny houses. If there were additional buildings inside the boundaries of the tiny village with the aim to serve the
inhabitants of the tiny village, the ground space of these buildings was also included in the calculation. The surface
of the tiny houses is determined in multiple ways. The layer Esri Nederland (2020 -b) served as a basis. In some cases, surfaces of tiny houses were manually measured from the basemap using the measurement tool in ArcGIS Pro.
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When the surface of the tiny houses was known (this is the case for example with the prefab tiny houses) then these
numbers were taken instead of manually measuring in ArcGIS Pro or using Esri Nederland (2020 -b). The boundaries
of the total tiny village are the same as described under compactness. Table 2 shows that the exact method to assess
the absolute density can differ per tiny village, this has no influence on the outcomes.
The ground space index of the tiny village was compared to the ground space index of the adjacent built up areas,
resulting in the relative density (Table13). The ground space index of the adjacent built up areas was defined using
data of Harbers et al. (2020). This data set is mapped in a layer in ArcGIS Pro and covers data like the ground space
index for all built up areas in the Netherlands. When the tiny village had a higher density than the directly adjacent
built up areas, a higher score was achieved and vice versa.
How do tiny houses contribute to mixed land use?

-Village in area
solely focused on
one function

One other (so 2
in total) functions
nearby

Mixed land uses
+Three functions
nearby

+
Four functions
nearby

++
All five functions
nearby

Table 13: The concept of mixed land use operationalised.

For the concept of mixed land use, the direct environment was investigated on its functions (Table 13). At first, a
circle with a diameter of 1km (radius 500m) was set around the centre of the tiny village since one kilometer is
perceived as an acceptable distance for cycling and walking (CROW, 2019); (CROW, n.d.). Within this circle, the
functions were extracted using the selection option in the attribute table in ArcGIS Pro. As a base to determine the
different functions in the proximity of the tiny village, data of Esri Nederland (2020 -d) was used. This data is mapped in a layer in ArcGIS Pro. The detailed content of this layer was categorized to the functions: residential (in layer:
woonfunctie), commercial (in layer: winkelfunctie + logiesfunctie), jobs (in layer: industriefunctie + kantoorfunctie),
recreational (in layer: sportfunctie + bijeenkomstfunctie) institutional (in layer: gezondheidszorgfunctie + onderwijsfunctie). Categorizing the functions gave a clearer overview and did not harm the more general conclusion if tiny
villages are located in an area in which land use is divers or not.
How green are tiny villages?

-Hardly any
greenery <15%

Little greenery
15%-29%

Greening
+Medium amount
of greenery 30%44%

+
Much greenery
45%-59%

++
Very green: >59%

Table 14: The concept of greening operationalised.

The amount of greenery is expressed as a percentage of the total surface of the tiny village (Table 14). The amount
of greenery was measured in three different ways, depending on the spatial characteristics of the tiny village. In
most cases, the satellite image of the tiny village had a high resolution, and the areas with greenery were easy to
draw on the map. In this case the greenery was measured directly from the basemap using the measurement tool
in ArcGIS Pro. Sometimes, the surface of the tiny houses was already determined and the area in between the tiny
houses was totally green. For this cases, it was more precise to first measure the green surface from the basemap
using the measurement tool in ArcGIS Pro, then the total ground space of the buildings was deducted. A third way
of measuring the green surface was to first measuring all non-green surfaces and deducting the outcome from the
total surface of the neighbourhood. This was done especially for tiny villages with multiple small paths through the
area. Table 15 shows these different methods, this has no influence on the outcomes.
After these calculations, the total surface of greenery was then divided by the total area of the tiny village and expressed as a percentage of the total tiny village. This was done to value the numbers and make the method reproducible and comparable. In the light of the policy that only states that greenery should be preserved in densification
practices, it was perceived unnecessary to make a distinction between public and private greenery. In practice, this
distinction hardly exist in the tiny villages.
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Data used for the spatial analysis
The table below shows the data that is used in the map study, analysing the spatial characteristics of the tiny villages. Data sources are categorised per analysed concept per tiny village. When the cells are highlighted in blue, it
means that measures were taken manually or that the author derived from the data source.
Data collecion per concept per tiny
house village

Botermanswijk, Dedemsvaart
Jan van Rixtelstaart, Aarle Rixtel
Droogsehof, Malden
Meinerswijk, Arnhem
Molenkrite, Sneek
Trojestraat, Almere Poort
Poeldonkweg, Den Bosch
Van Weerden Poelmanstraat Hurdegaryp
D. Kuyperstraat, Nijkerk
Blaarthemseweg, Veldhoven
Djept, Veldhoven
Antwerpsebaan, Veldhoven
Akkerklokje, Katwijk
Helderseweg, Almaar
Langeniusstraat, Weert
Ringbaan Zuid, Weert
Heuvelweg, Weert
Wouterstraat, America
Kerkhofpad, Panningen
Neerlandstraat, Schijndel
De Kraai, Boxmeer
Woudselaan, Den Hoorn
Kesterenlaan, Breda
Koraalstraat, Breda
Balkbrug Oost, Rosmalen
Kleine Vliet, Rosmalen
Vulcanusweg, Delft
Leeuwerikstraat, Hardenberg
Cajanuspad, Haarlem
Brouwerij, Hengelo
Kamp Zeist, Zeist

Basemap Compactness Sustainable Absolute
Transport Density:
determination
surface
buildings
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
A
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
A

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
X
C
C
X
C
C
C
C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

E
E
F
E
F
E
E
E
F
F
F
F
G
G
F
F
F
F
F
F
G
G
G
G
F
F
E
F
F
G
G

Absolute
Relative Mixed Greening
Density:
Density Land
determination
Uses
surface tiny
neighbourhood
I
H
H
I
I
H
H
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
H
I
I
I
I
H
H
I
I

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
X
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K

L
L
L
M
L
N
X
L
L
L
L
L
M
M
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
N
L
L
L
L
M
L
M
M
X

Table 15: Data sources presented per tiny village, per analysed concept.
A SpaceWill. Superview, Gaojing-1, 50cm-2m, Satellietdataportaal: Netherlands Space Office, 28-01-2021
Esri. ‘’Topographic’’ [Basemap]. Scale: all. ‘’World Imagery’’. December 12, 2009.
B https://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/World_Imagery/MapServer. (October 15, 2020)
Esri Nederland. ‘’Bevolkingskernen 2011’’ [Map]. Scale: all. ‘’CBS Bevolkingskernen’’. May 2014.
Compactness
C https://services.arcgisonline.nl/arcgis/rest/services/Demografie/CBS_Bevolkingskernen_2011/MapServer. (Data viewed on 21-1-2021).
Google. (z.d.). [Google Maps travel directions form tiny village to nearest public transport hub].
Sustainable transport
D Retrieved on January 16, 2021 from https://www.google.com/maps/@52.1917234,3.036316,7z
Esri Nederland, Kadaster. ‘’Woningtypering’’ [dataset]. 1:6000. ‘’Woningtypering’’. November, 2020.
Absolute Density: E http://www.arcgis.com/sharing/rest/content/items/fa01ef63321e482e9b2c55620e554ffc/info/metadata/metadata.xml?format=default&output=html. (Data viewed on 4-11-2020).
surface buildings
F Demensions tiny house known, ground spaces calculated by author
G Manually measured by author
Esri Nederland, Kadaster. ‘’Perceel’’. [Dataset]. 1:6000. ‘’Digitale Kadastrale Kaart (DKK)’’. November, 2020.
Absolute Density:
H https://basisregistraties.arcgisonline.nl/arcgis/rest/services/DKK/DKK/FeatureServer/5. (Data viewed on 16-11-2020)
surface total tiny
I Deviated from ''cadastral map'' by author
village
A. Harbers, M. Spoon, H. van Amsterdam, J. van der Schuit (Plan bureau van de leefomgeving, PBL). ‘’Netto Buurt” [Dataset]. Scale.
Relative Density (gsi)
J ‘’Ruimtelijke dichtheden en functiemenging in Nederland (Rudifun)’’. August, 2020. PBL Dataportaal Downloads. (Data viewed on 22-11-2020).
Esri Nederland. ‘’Verblijfsobject’’. [map ]. Scale unknown ‘’Basisregistratie Adressen en Gebouwen (BAG)’’. September, 2020.
Mixed Land Uses
K https://basisregistraties.arcgisonline.nl/arcgis/rest/services/BAG/BAGv2/FeatureServer/1. (Data viewed on 26-10-2020).
L Measured from basemap by author using the measurement tool in Arcgis Pro
Greening
M Measuring all non-green surfaces and substract the outcome from the total surface of the neighbourhood
N First measured the green surface from the basemap using the measurement tool in Arcgis-Pro. Then substracted the total ground space of the buildings.
X Data collection not succeeded
Basemap
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3.4 Modifications resulted from the pre-test
Before the application of the method on the tiny villages, a pre-test was executed. The pre-test had the goal of improving the method in workability, reliability, and to test if the defined categories of the scores had the right level of
detail and were logic to use in practice.
The location of the pre-test was the Bongerd in Giesbeek, The Netherlands, a neighbourhood known by the author.
The surface of the neighbourhood is 9014,33. The neighbourhood has 8 building(blocks), that cover 24 homes. The
next paragraphs explain the modifications for the method that resulted from this pre-test.
Change in data source
For the analysis of the concept ‘compactness’ initially the contemporary boundaries of the built up area was used.
This however can give false results since the tiny villages were already included in the built up area in the used data
source. The pre-test thus lead to a change in data source that showed the boundaries of the built up area from 2011,
10 years back In time and before the tiny villages were built.
Measuring sustainable transport
Initially, the concept of sustainable transport was to be analysed in ArcGIS Pro. In ArcGIS Pro one can only measure distances manually with the measurement tool, following the road network. This was assessed to be too time
consuming for application on the entire study population. Thereby, it is difficult to define the shortest route from
the tiny village to the nearest bus stop or train station. After the pre-test it was decided to use Google Maps. Since
route-detection is automated in Google Maps (Google, z.d.), random error by the author in the measurements was
prevented.
Categories for absolute density
Initially, the ground space ratio was operationalised in a purely qualitative manner, reaching from very low to very
high. This however would not have contributed to an answer on the main research question, instead it would have
created a comparison between tiny villages among each other. Thereby, defining the meaning of high and low is
impossible and needs a reference source. After the pre-test, the categorization was quantitively based on Harbers
et al. (2020).
Relative density
Purely analysing the absolute density has a disadvantage. The data of Harbers et al. (2020) to determinate a ‘high
density’ and a ‘low density’ is based on all of the built up environment in the Netherlands. Working with averages
of these data will lead to unfair results for the tiny villages located in a village or rural areas. In these areas, the
definition of a high density can differ from a high density in a highly urban environment. For this reason the relative
density was added in the method. For the relative density, the density of the tiny village is reflected upon the density
of the adjacent built up area. Now tiny villages with a low density can still stand out because their density can be
high compared with the density of the direct surroundings.
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4 Results
In this chapter the results are presented. The chapter is structured in line with the research questions. Every Chapter
starts with an introduction and ends with a conclusion on the research question.
4.1 Densification debated
In this chapter, the concept of densification which takes a centralised position in this master thesis, is dissected. In
4.1.1, the term densification is defined from different angles. To do so, multiple research documents in which densification takes a central place are analysed to investigate the way researchers define densification. In the analytical
framework it is motivated which definition is adopted for the empirical part of this master thesis.
Densification plays an important role in spatial planning in the western society. In 4.1.2 the broad variety of interrelated incentives to strive for densification are investigated based on the ongoing debate in literature about densification.
Besides incentives to strive in favour of densification, the opinion in research in literature is far from unambiguously.
Even though the concept is generally accepted by planners and policy makers, densification is criticised on multiple
aspects. In 4.1.3 an overview about the criticism of densification of urban areas is provided. Chapter 4.1.4 ends with
a conclusion on the debate around densification.
4.1.1 Densification defined
In literature, densification is interpreted in different ways. On one hand, densification is defined in a quantitative
way that is focused on ratios between objects or people to land. On the other hand, densification is interpretate
more qualitative and is than often perceived as a means to achieve a bigger goal.
The process of densification happens within the existing built up area and is the opposite of urban expansion (Broitman & Koomen, 2015). More specifically, the term densification can refer to the increase in buildings in a certain
area. Instead of buildings, it can also refer to an increase in people living in a certain area (Dembski et al., 2020). A
distinction can be made between soft and hard densification. Soft densification can for example be the conversion
of an office building to apartments. Hard densification is seen as projects like infilling urban brownfields (Touati-Morel, 2015 in Dembski et al., 2020); (See Pelczynski & Tomkowicz, 2019 for empirical work on soft densification). This
distinction is also made, but not named as such by Daneshpour & Shakibamanesh (2011).
Important to note is that densification is different than density. Density indicates the ratio between units and land
area, bringing densification into practice can lead to higher densities (Dembski et al., 2020). Other terms that are
used in a similar contexts as densification are: ‘Intensification’ or ‘consolidation’ (Daneshpour & Shakibamanesh,
2011).
Additionally to densification simply referring to the relation between buildings or people and land space, a more
qualitative perspective on densification comes forward in literature. This qualitative point of view defines densification by pointing at the reasons behind densification or as Meijer and Jonkman (2020) state: ‘’Densification can
be the primary mechanism, for example, to contain urban sprawl, but may also be part of wider aspirations (…)’’
(p.239). Densification is not necessarily a goal in itself but can also be seen as a means to create sustainable urban form (Daneshpour & Shakibamanesh, 2011); (Broitman & Koomen, 2015); (Jabareen, 2006). More specifically,
Jabareen (2006) executed a thematic analysis and concluded that densification takes an important position in the
strive for multiple sustainable urban forms like the compact city, neotraditional development, urban containment
and the eco-city. Additionally, Meijer & Jonkman (2020) point out that densification can also contribute to urban
growth boundaries, transit-oriented development, smart growth and new urbanism.
Additionally, densification can be seen as a means, among others, to increase urban sustainability (Fatone et al.,
2012); (Broitman & Koomen, 2015); (Pelczynski & Tomkowicz, 2019) and to fight urban sprawl (Daneshpour and
Shakibamanesh, 2011); (Meijer & Jonkman, 2020); (Pelczynski & Tomkowicz, 2019). In addition, Fatone et al (2012)
stresses the importance to see urban densification in a qualitative rather than a quantitative matter in order to make
case specific choices and to increase the urban quality.
In the analytical framework, densification comes forward as a means to create sustainable urban form. This is
further operationalised in the method where densification refers to the building to land ratio since planners have
more influence on this ratio then on the inhabitation of buildings (Dembski et al., 2020).
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4.1.2 Incentives to strive for densification
In the context of European cities, land consumption is still on the rise nowadays. This trend is clearly visualised
by Kretschmer et al (2015) for the case of Germany, in which land consumption increases and population density
decreases. Trends like population decline and a decrease in households seem not to counteract this development
(Pelczynski & Tomkowicz, 2019); (Haase et al., 2013).
Worldwide densification is gaining attention and remains a topic of interest in the area of spatial planning. This renewed attention to densification strategies can be caused by two reasons. The first reason can be found in the revival
of the city in Europe that resulted in growing urban areas. This revival is established by the worldwide trend of urbanisation. The second reason for an increase of attention towards densification relates to the increase in awareness
towards climate change. This emphasizes the need for more sustainable land development (Dembski et al., 2020).
Seen from a global perspective, the earths resource depletion, the increasing world population and an increasing
percentage living in urban areas form the drivers for more sustainable land use (Pelczynski & Tomkowicz, 2019).
More specifically, several incentives to strive for densification of urban areas are brought forward in literature.
At first, Dieleman et al (2002) analysed personal characteristics, residential characteristics and their relation to travel behaviour. He found that an increasing urban density is one of the factors that can reduce car use. In addition,
also Newman & Kenworthy (1989) argue that urban planning policies can play a big role in relation to resource use
in urban areas. Policies focused on increasing densities can hereby lead to a decrease in car use, fuel consumption
and its related problems. Melia et al. (2011) also sees a clear relationship between increasing densities leading to an
overall decrease in usage of the private car. This can be exemplified by making a comparison between dense, Asian
cities and the American suburbs with its low densities. ‘’American levels of car use would be physically impossible
in a city as dense as Hong Kong, just as Hong Kong levels of public transport accessibility would be economically impossible in the suburbs of American cities’’ (p.48). However a positive contribution to the environment on the short
term is limited, on the longer term compact cities can foster a more easy transition to collective transportation systems by preventing sprawl (Van der Waals, 2000). Thereby, Newman et al. points out that densification is not perceived as the solution, only as a part of the solution. A decrease in car use results in a decrease in energy consumption
but there are other ways higher densities can lead to lower energy consumption. First, dense compact buildings like
flats and apartments have less facade-surfaces, resulting in less heat-loss. Thereby, the surface of individual livings
are usually smaller, less energy is needed to heat up or cool the space (Nabielek et al., 2012).
Besides lowering the use of the private car, and decreasing energy consumption and resource transportation, ‘’the
conservation of unfragmented open land by preventing suburban sprawl; and the reduction of the detrimental
impact of urban deconcentration on central cities’’ are other incentives to strive for densification (Dieleman et al.,
1999., p.605).
Secondly, densification can ensure environmental protection. Van der Waals (2000) found that the relation between
the compact city and the environment is a complex but predominantly positive one. ‘’Concentrating urban development creates opportunities for policies aiming at the protection or development of larger natural areas’’ (p.119).
Thirdly, densification is also positively linked to aspects concerning equality and economy. In research done by Van
Dam (2010) the effects of new housing developments on the population diversity in the Netherlands were studied.
Concluded was that densification can contribute to reduce segregation and contributes to more equality. The suggestion was made to critically reflect on which homes to build where. Furthermore, Raspe et al. (2010) concludes
that higher urban densities can lead to a decrease in unemployment and a growth in productivity and thus have
economic advantages. This study was also executed for the Netherlands specific.
Searching for incentives of densification, it is remarkable that the pros of densification are often named as a reverse
argumentation of the negative side of urban sprawl. In other words, the negative effects of urban sprawl are often
named as a reason to justify densification practices (Meijer & Jonkman, 2020). ‘’Densification is generally proposed
as the solution to the excessive soil consumption that has characterized the urban development of European cities
in the recent decades’’ (Fatone et al., 2012, p.217). This close relation between urban sprawl and densification (noticeable for example in Pelczynski & Tomkowicz, 2019) is why this paragraph pays attention to the characteristics
and effects of urban sprawl.
Urban sprawl differs from urban growth by the speed and size of the city expanding, resulting in a disbalance between urban growth and liveability (Habibi & Asadi, 2011). The reasons why urban sprawl occurs are multiple and
divers, ‘’urban sprawl is the result of thousands of voluntary decisions by firms and households’’ (Dieleman & Wegener, 2004, p.321). Important incubators for sprawl to occur are for example decreasing costs for transportation
combined with an increase in incomes (Broitman & Koomen, 2015). From a spatial viewpoint, urban sprawl can be
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characterised by residential areas with low densities. These areas are perceived to destruct farmland, open spaces
and natural systems. These neighbourhoods rely heavily on the car and options for biking and walking are limited
because the distances between different functions are big (Daneshpour & Shakibamanesh, 2011).
The European Environment Agency argues that a prerequisite for urban sprawl to occur are strong market conditions and the lack of resolute, centralised urban planning (Ludlow, 2006).
4.1.3 Critic towards densification
As stated before, densification and compact urban forms are subject to discussion in literature. In contradiction to
the previous chapter, this chapter focuses on the critique towards densification of urban areas.
Densification and resulting high densities are criticised for different reasons. First, Neuman (2005) for example
identified the paradox of professionals responding to overcrowded cities by creating more light and air, leading to a
decrease in urban density. ‘’(..) many people want the greenery, sense of safety, good schools, quiet streets, and so
forth, provided by low-density residential suburbs. Yet these same qualities exist in abundance in the densest cities,
notably Barcelona, Prague, Amsterdam, San Francisco, and others’’ (p.16). A paradox that is lacking in the sustainable urban forms and remains unsolved nowadays (Neuman, 2005).
Secondly, the lack of convincing empirical evidence about densification in relation to sustainability forms a point
of critique. Gordon and Richardson (1997) conclude in their work that the strive towards dense cities are failing on
multiple aspects and that ‘’(…) attempting a reversal of existing urban development trends is neither feasible nor
desirable’’ (p.103). Dieleman & Wegener (2004) conclude that increasing urban density alone is not enough to reduce car use. To reach a certain level of effectiveness, densification should be combined with mixed land uses and
an increase in travel costs. Also Breheny (1997) concludes that the effect of higher densities on travel behaviour is
existing but limited. Thereby, the possible advantages of compact cities related to travel behaviour can be tempered
by the claim that modern cars are getting less polluting as fuels getting cleaner (Gordon and Richardson, 1997). However densification can help to decrease usage of the private car, Melia et al. (2011) make an important addition by
claiming that densification can also lead to congestion in areas with higher densities.
Thirdly, the incentive to sparingly use the available land through densification is also criticised by Gordon and Richardson (1997), by claiming that mankind is using farmland more and more intense and that if a shortage of farmland occurs, free market forces are able to ensure enough farmland. In this liberal substantiated statement it has to
be noted that critique towards densification as a means to protect nature areas is mostly lacking.
The fourth claim against densification addresses the mismatch between dense urban areas and living preferences
focused on the suburbs. ‘’Recent publications question how the ambitions for urban densification match with the
prevailing preferences for suburban living environments in the Netherlands’’ (Nabielek, 2011., p.1). In 2000, Gordon
and Richardson go even further by taking a strong stand against the existing research that is promoting compact
cities and is disapproving urban sprawl. According to them, anti-sprawl activists are falsely assuming that ‘’(..) people are consistently making the ‘wrong’ choices and that they have only poor choices from which to select’’ (p.14).
Arguing against sprawl means disrespecting peoples living preferences to live in locations often characterised as
sprawl. This mismatch between high densities and living preferences is also highlighted by Neuman (2005).
The last critique is about the lacking discussion between equity, sprawl and density. ‘’The trade-off between equity (no matter how defined) and efficiency is nowhere to be found in the discussions of urban sprawl’’ (Gordon &
Richardson, 2000, p. 15). This strong claim is nuanced by Burton (2000). She concludes that the compact city does
have positive as well as negative consequences for equity, but that the relation between density and social equity
is limited.
One has to note that this discussion about densification is written with an eye on the American context in a time
when the housing market was less stressed and the awareness on climate change and sustainable living received
less attention compared to the current time, 2021. This contemporary trends can add a new layer to the discussion
about the pros and cons of densification.
In the future, it is likely that urban sprawl will continue. This because developments like ‘’(…) cheap transport, rising
incomes, more woman going to work, smaller households, more leisure time and the consequential changes in housing preferences, will continue to create demand for more specious living in attractive neighbourhoods’’ (Dieleman
& Wegener, 2004, p. 313). Thereby, densification will become more difficult to bring in practice since brownfield
sides getting scarce and sprawling locations will keep attracting people (Breheny, 1997); (Meijer & Jonkman, 2020).
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4.1.4 Conclusion about the debate around densification
To conclude, densification is elaborately discussed in literature. The definition of densification differs in academic
work. Densification can refer to the building to land ratio but can also be seen as a means to create urban sustainability or to create sustainable urban form.
The incentives to strive for densification can be found in the protection of open land, reducing private car usage,
and limiting the use and transportation of resources. Densification is often justified as a tool to prevent urban sprawl
with its negative consequences from happening.
Critique towards densification can be summarised in its contradiction with living preferences and the lack of convincing evidence for an increase in sustainability. Furthermore, some of the critique focuses on densification to preserve open land and densification related to equity. There is also the paradox of planners responding to overcrowded
cities.
Galster et al. (2001) gives a sententious statement on the debate around densification by stating that: ‘’Sprawl has
been denounced on aesthetic, efficiency, equity and environmental grounds and defended on choice, equality and
economic grounds’’ (p. 681). Based on an elaborated study on the definition, reasons and effects of urban sprawl,
Habibi & Asadi (2011) conclude that despite some arguments in favour of sprawl and against sustainable urban
forms, the overall conclusion is that the adverse effects do not outweigh the positive effects of sprawl. Policy thus
should be focused on the compact city and the protection of urban sprawl. This seems a fair conclusion especially
when the stated critique and advantages of densification are seen from a Dutch viewpoint with high population
densities on a scarce supply of land.

‘’Sprawl has been denounced on aesthetic,
efficiency, equity and environmental grounds
and defended on choice, equality and economic grounds’’ (Galster et al. ,2001, p. 681).
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4.2 Densification in Dutch spatial policy
To answer this question, current national spatial policies in which densification is of importance are studied. These
findings are substantiated by secondary research when necessary. Given the trend of tiny houses is a national one,
the focus is on national spatial policy. Policies are studied to find out how prominent densification emerges and
what motives are named to strive for densification. The analysis is based on the method of Savigny (Ifsen, 2004 in
Hartmann et al., 2018). For an explanation of this method and the adjustments made for applicability on the policy
documents, see chapter 3.3.2. In general, it was concluded that contemporary policies form a stable base for densification of urban areas.
4.2.1 The history of densification in the Netherlands
This Chapter is about the history of densification in the Netherlands. Links are made with the policies in place at
that time in history.
The Netherlands has a long history of dealing with high populations and a related high pressure on the available
land space (Van der Valk, 2002). Despite the ongoing discussion about the advantages, risks and challenges of urban
densification and the fact that research is providing contradicted information about for example densification in
relation to transport, as elaborated on in the previous chapter, in the Netherlands densification is a widely accepted
planning strategy for over 30 years. Thereby, ‘’emerging environmental problems of urban sprawl have been on the
national political agenda since the 1920s’’ (Van der Valk, 2002, p. 202).
After the Second World War, countries in Europe were in desperate need to rebuild society and to recover the
national economies. Many countries, also the Netherlands were in need of large quantities of housing. Despite
these big problems to solve, Bontje (2003) argues that the increasing urbanization of open land asked for a policy
response. This shortage of housing after the second world war resulted in a top-down perspective in which planning
took place mainly through land-use regulations and zoning maps (Tisma & Meijer, 2018). Planning in this period can
be characterised by great uniformity in allocation and architecture, thereby functions were centralised. Neighbourhoods from this period often have high buildings in big blocks, the relatively big space in between is in the present
time seen as a chance for densification (Lörzing et al., 2008).
This urban expansion stimulated the awareness for a more sustainable use of land. Halfway the 1960’s, a new strategy came into place of dealing with urban expansion, this strategy was called ‘concentrated deconcentration’. For
these strategy so called ‘growth centres’ were selected throughout the Netherlands in which new developments
should take place, focussing on meeting the big demand for houses. These growth centres were located outside
the existing cities. Outside these growth centres, developments were limited (Bontje, 2003). In this period of time,
urban deconcentration was perceived as an unstoppable force, concentrated deconcentration had the aim of controlling this force (Dieleman et al., 1999). ‘’The main rationale for the policy of concentrated urban expansion of
the 1970s and early 1980s was to contain urban sprawl and preserve the Green Heart as an open agricultural and
natural area’’ (Dieleman et al., 1999., p.609). In the 70’s, awareness began to arise about the negative side of motorized transport. Together with an increase in environmental awareness, this was an extra support for the strategy
of concentrated deconcentration’. Initially this policy is perceived as being successful in preventing urban sprawl,
later planners lost their grip resulting in more developments that were not part of the growth centres. The policy of
deconcentrated concentration was in place roughly from mid-1960’s to the mid-1980’s (Bontje, 2003). The policies
in which the strategy of concentrated deconcentration was prominent, were the Second (1966) and Third (1974)
National Spatial Planning Policy (Nabielek, 2011).
Halfway the 1980’s there was again a shift in the policy on sustainable land use. City officials stated that due to the
policies of concentrated deconcentration, the old city centres declined (Dieleman et al., 1999). This is further explained by Bontje (2003);
‘’Urban social problems became another growing concern of policy and society. It was feared that if the 		
middle and upper-class people kept moving to the suburbs, the cities would be left with concentrations		
of the poor, the jobless, the lower educated, and ethnic minorities’’ (p. 137).
This developments leaded to the abolishment of the policy of concentrated deconcentration and to the implementation of a new policy. This new policy was focused on ‘compact urban growth’ and was highly influenced by the
ideals of the concept of the ‘compact city’. Developments should take place within existing urban areas or at least
adjacent to urban areas (Dieleman et al., 1999); (Nabielek, 2011). Bontje (2003) stated that ‘’Contrary to the policy of concentrated deconcentration, the compact-city policy is focused on housing production at locations in the
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general societal interest’’ (p. 146). The new policy document in which these ideals of the compact city first came
forward was the ‘Fourth National Policy Document on Spatial Planning’. This policy document came in place in 1988
(Nabielek, 2011).
Over the last decades, due to governmental decentralisation, more responsibilities regarding densification shifted
towards provinces and municipalities. With the ladder of sustainable development however, the national government did not let go of the ambitions towards densification (Nabielek et al. 2012).
Back in 1999, Dieleman et al. already concluded that further Densification of urban areas in the Netherlands is
complicated due to division of land ownership. They state that the large-scale densification strategies in the past
were successful thanks to the fact that most of the developed land was in public hands. Inner city locations with the
potential to densify become more scarce nowadays, leaving only the most complex locations left. Also Meijer and
Jonkman (2020) and Breheny (1997) argue that the lack of inner city locations forms a big challenge for municipalities bringing densification into practice in the future. Thereby, the big need for increasing the housing stock in the
Netherlands over the upcoming decades seems to strengthen this threat for the ambitions regarding densification
(Meijer & Jonkman, 2020).
To conclude, densification found its way into spatial policies in the 1960’s as a respond to the rapid urban expansions after the second world war. With the strategy of concentrated deconcentration the aim was to protect open
land from the urban expansions. In the 1980’s, policies made a shift towards a focus on compact urban growth. This
shift arose from the concern of a decreased liveability of inner cities due to the strategy of concentrated deconcentration. In the 20th century, more environmental concerns were added to the strive for densification in spatial
policy and densification became more decentralised. The next Chapter elaborates on the fixation of densification in
contemporary Dutch policies.
4.2.2 Institutional position
This Chapter starts with an explanation of the choice to analyze the certain policy documents. Additionally, the
documents are arranged relative to each other on the criteria of the effect these policy documents have and the
importance of the role densification plays in these documents (Fig. 3). Three main national policy documents were
analysed in which densification plays a role. These documents are:
•
•
•

The ’Meerjarenprogramma Infrastructuur, Ruimte en Transport’ (MIRT), translated to English: Programme for
Infrastructure, Land use and Transport;
The ’Nationale Omgevingsvisie’ (NOVI), translated to English: The national vision on the physical environment;
The ’Structuurvisie Infrastructuur en Ruimte’ (SVIR), translated to English: Vision on infrastructure and physical
space.

MIRT: In the MIRT, densification is frequently named. The MIRT is set up specifically for 154 projects of national importance. The described projects vary a lot and most of the described projects have no relation with densification.
Thereby, de documents is more of a declaration and a substantiation of these projects rather than a steering document. Nevertheless, it is analysed because of its strong
national focus and because clear reasons for densificaInfluence policy
tion are named in the document.
document
NOVI: The influence of the NOVI cannot be underestimated. The NOVI is the new national spatial vision in
the context of the new environmental law (In Dutch:
omgevingswet). Although it is a general vision, the NOVI
functions as a basis for the spatial visions provinces and
municipalities have to make. Densification plays a big
role in this document, it is often named and the need
for densification is explained from different viewpoints.
SVIR: the SVIR clearly shows what concrete measures for densification are dropped. Still densification is
strongly present in the SVIR since its linkage with the

High
NOVI
SVIR
Low

High

MIRT

Importance densification
in the document

Low

Figure 3: Importance of the MIRT, NOVI and SVIR.
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ladder for sustainable development. This is an important spatial tool and makes an analysis the SVIR needful. The
NOVI will replace the SVIR on the long term, this clarifies the higher position of the NOVI in the table. The SVIR is
still perceived as important because it will be in place until 2028.
Figure 3 shows how the analysed documents are arranged relative to each other. The NOVI and the SVIR are documents with a high influence and with an important role of densification in the document.
4.2.3 Literal content and teleological meaning
MIRT
MIRT stands for ‘Meerjarenprogramma Infrastructuur, Ruimte en Transport’, translated to English: Programme for
Infrastructure, Land use and Transport. This policy document forms an explanatory addition to the budget of the
ministry for infrastructure and water management, which appears on a yearly base. The MIRT informs about big
projects and programmes of national importance, which have a substantial influence on the accessibility, safety
and spatial design of the Netherlands on national level. In the MIRT, these (154 projects in the MIRT 2019) projects
are generally explained, their progress is described and the budget of the projects is shown and declared. These
projects can differ from research projects, explorative projects, projects in the planning phase, and projects that
actually will be realised. The information about the projects is arranged per province in which these projects take
place (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat et al., 2019).
Literal content
In the MIRT, densification does not form a big topic, but is mentioned frequently. Densification is named in the description of some of the main goals per province, mainly for the provinces in the west of the Netherlands. Especially
in this part of the Netherlands the high population density resulting in a high pressure on land availability (Dieleman
et al., 1999). For the highly urbanised provinces of North- and South Holland, densification plays a role in the MIRT.
For the province of Noord Holland, the need for densification is expressed in the main goal for the province called:
‘Urbanization: sustainable housing development.’ In the main goals of the province of South Holland, densification
is named even more elaborated, for the main-goal ‘Major urbanization task related to optimal accessibility.’ In the
MIRT, the two positive effects of densification are the stimulation of public transport and the prevention of an increase in car use. Thereby, also the protection of the open landscape is briefly named as a reason for densification
(Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat et al., 2019).
Theleological meaning
In the MIRT, densification is defined as more than the spatial phenomenon of inner-city developments. Instead, the
emphasis seems to be on densification explained as the allocation of new developments along railroads, highways,
and public transport nodes. The strong link between densification and transport is indisputably present. Densification in this policy document seems to be utilized as a way to maximise the efficiency of the usage of the existing
infrastructure and to increase the effectiveness of investments in the existing infrastructure. This can be argued by
the aim of the policy document in general, in which big projects of national importance are monetarily explained
in the first place. Thereby, also the fact that the document is set up by the ministry for infrastructure and water
management (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat et al., 2019) plays a role in this. The finding that densification in the MIRT is strongly related to building adjacent to existing infrastructure fits the predictions of Nabielek
et al.(2012). Here it is described that in the near future densification goals are undergoing a subtle shift from inner
city building to a greater focus on densification in relation to accessibility. Nabielek et al. (2012) argues that around
bigger and smaller train stations is often plenty of spatial opportunities for urban densification.
NOVI
The abbreviation NOVI stands for ‘Nationale Omgevingsvisie’, translated to English: the national vision on the physical environment. The NOVI is a long-term vision on the physical environment for the Netherlands as a whole and is
recently established in 2020. In the NOVI, the main national interests are indicated. Besides, guiding principles are
given for the spatial planning on national level with the aim of creating a sustainable perspective for the Netherlands. Also on the more local scale, for provinces and municipalities, similar visions about the physical environment
are required. Here, the lower governmental body should tune its vision to the vision of the higher governmental
body. It is compulsory for specific governmental bodies to comply its actions in line with its own vision (VNG, 2018).
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Literal content
In the NOVI, densification is an important theme (BZK, 2020 -b). This can be concluded since the need for densification is expressed in one of the four so called ‘NOVI-priorities’. Like the MIRT, the NOVI also aims to connect new
urban developments with the existing infrastructure, preferably the public transport infrastructure, but the NOVI
goes beyond this argumentation. In the NOVI, also the need for the protection of the open landscape is clearly named as a motivation of inner city building. When planning for new developments, the NOVI stresses that first and
foremost, developers should strive to plan within the existing urban boundaries. The NOVI describes that there are
good possibilities for densification in the upcoming decennia because of:
•
•
•
•

The upcoming available space of former business parks;
Extra effort for greenery in the city;
A sustainable transport system, less car oriented in the inner cities;
A good design.

It is remarkable that, however perceived as important and ‘the way to go’, the need for densification is at the same
time nuanced in the NOVI. As cited from the NOVI: ‘’Densification is important from the aspect of sustainability and
economy, but it should not go at the expense of the qualities of the city or the urban region as a whole’’ (BZK, 2020
-b, p.113). The Novi states that densification puts more pressure on cities and therefore more attention should be
paid to quality of life in cities. Thereby, densification of urban areas should always be linked to water and greenery.
In the NOVI, there is an order of priorities determined for the spatial allocation of new developments, in which the
strive for densification, defined as building within the existing urban boundaries, is clearly expressed. Thereby, it
also becomes clear that the NOVI is still open for building outside the existing urban boundaries. At first, the aim
has to be to realise new developments within existing urban boundaries. If that is not possible, new developments
should be adjacent to existing built up areas. If the capacity of only these locations is too low, then the NOVI is also
open for building somewhere else in the region (BZK, 2020 -b). This line of argumentation is in line with the Ladder
for sustainable development which will be explained further on. This focus on inner city building in the NOVI clearly
expresses that the policy regarding densification in the Netherlands still relies heavily on the ideals of the compact
city as described by Nabielek et al. (2012).
The NOVI does attach requirements to developments that take place outside existing urban areas, by pointing out
that even when building somewhere else in a certain region, development that is adjacent to the existing built up
area ‘is preferred’. These findings are then again directly followed up by the remark that in certain regions it can
be necessary to keep other places in mind for new developments. With ‘other places’ referring to anywhere in the
landscape, not connected to existing urban areas or transport hubs. The NOVI also stresses that even if the considerations to choose a location for new development has to be determined per region specific, it should not go at the
expense of the development of more complex, inner-city locations. The risk is that the choice for locations outside
the city will be made too easily. For every location, whether it is in or outside the existing built up area, the NOVI
stresses the importance of a high accessibility. This can be accessibility by car but preferably by public transport
(BZK, 2020 -b).

‘’Inner city building has a clear priority
from a sustainable and economic poperspective’’ (BZK, 2020 -b, p.113).
Teleological meaning
To summarise the abovementioned: In the NOVI, the meaning of densification can best be explained as development within the current boundaries of the urban area to protect the open landscape. Thereby, densification is also
clearly linked with the existing infrastructure in line with the MIRT. Densification is an important theme and the
NOVI makes clear that the strive towards densification is justified from multiple points of view. Despite this, it is
remarkable the way the NOVI leaves the option open for building outside the exiting urban boundaries. This can
possible declared from two angles. At first, the NOVI is a national policy document. Spatial policies of regional and
local governments have to be in line with the NOVI. Absolutely excluding building outside existing urban boundaries
should give disproportional challenges to local governments regarding the allocation of new developments. This
also goes beyond the steering function of the NOVI. Thereby, this is in line with the earlier mentioned decentralization in spatial planning in which provinces and municipalities gain more authority.
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Another factor that may put the densification trend in a perspective in the NOVI is the current housing shortage and
the resulting national ambitions to build big amounts of houses until 2030. Logically, it is an impossible challenge
to realise these houses within the existing urban boundaries, a difficulty that Jonkman (2020) and Breheny (1997)
explained earlier. Nabielek et al. (2012) supports this by explaining that the accumulation of high ambitions of the
national, regional and local government can further complicate the challenge of densification.
SVIR
SVIR stands for ‘Structuurvisie Infrastructuur en Ruimte’, translated to English: ‘Vision on infrastructure and physical
space.’ In this vision, the national government strives for strengthening the economy, improving accessibility, and
guaranteeing of a safe and liveable environment (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2012).
Literal content
The SVIR is interesting and important to study because of its recently changed relation to densification. In this document the governmental decentralisation is clearly visible, densification (the compact city policy) on the national
level is released (Nabielek et al. 2012). The following eight instruments with the aim of densification, the concentration of developments and the protection of the open landscape are no longer in place in the current SVIR (Ministerie
van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2012):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clustering areas and -percentages;
Center formation;
Densification percentages;
Location policy;
Urban planning framework for rural areas;
Space for housing limited to natural growth;
Balance red/green/blue;
Bundling scattered glass.

Ambitions regarding densification in existing urban areas as described in former policy documents will not be continued. Thereby, restrictive zones such as buffer zones and national landscapes are abolished. In these zones developments were not allowed or were only allowed under strict requirements. So, with regard to spatial policy,
the central government has opted for further decentralization in line with the previous Nota Ruimte. Decisions for
urban densification or developments outside existing urban boundaries will more heavily depend on the choices
made by provinces and municipalities in the future (Nabielek et al. 2012).
Despite these decentralization, the national government does not completely let go the ambitions for densification.
The SVIR clearly shows that the old instruments as listed above are not in practice anymore, instead the SVIR refers
to the ladder of sustainable development when it comes to densification (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu,
2012). The ladder for sustainable development is a policy instrument that stimulates densification, this will be further explained in the next paragraph.
In 2012, the ladder for sustainable development was introduced in the Dutch spatial planning. In contradiction to
the abovementioned policies, the ladder for sustainable development can be seen as a policy instrument. With the
ladder for sustainable urban development, the government aims for densification by obliging developers to motivate their choice for a certain location. By applying the ladder, sustainable and efficient use of scarcely available space
should be stimulated. The aim of the national government is to stimulate demand-driven developments (Nabielek
et al. 2012). The SVIR directly refers to this policy instrument but also the NOVI seems to be set up keeping the
content of the ladder in mind. With the implementation of this tool, the national government still strives for limiting
urban sprawl and stimulating efficient use of space, despite the decentralisation (Nabielek et al. 2012); (Ministerie
van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2012).
The ladder for sustainable urban development was introduced in 2012 and is based on the SER-ladder that is not
in use anymore. The SER-ladder had the goal of diligently fitting in economic activities in the scarcely available land
space. In the first years after the ladder for sustainable urban development was introduced, it was criticized about
the difficulty to answer the stated questions in practice. As a result sometimes it was not used at all in projects (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2012 -a).
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In 2017, a renewed version of the ladder was introduced with the goal of solving the bottle necks of the former
ladder, making it more easy to use in practice but still enhancing the effectiveness of the instrument (Ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Waterstaat, 2019); (art. 3.1.6 lid 1, 2, 3. Bro 2017).* The ladder ensures that every urban development has a description of the regional or local need of that development. Also, a motivation why the development
does not take place inside the existing urban area is present if needed (art. 3.6.1, lid 2. Bro 2017).** Specifically, the
current ladder consists of the following steps developers have to substantiate decent motivations for (Ministerie van
Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2012 -a):
•
•
•

Is there a regional need for the development?
Is it possible to realise (part of) the need in the current built up area?
If both of the above not, find a location that is, or can be, multimodal accessible for the remaining regional need.

The ladder for sustainable development is included in the ‘besluit ruimtelijke ordening’ (Bro) by the national government in article 3.1 (Bro, 2017); (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2012). This implication in the Bro is a process requirement, only ensuring that it is compulsory to apply the ladder as a process. The appliance of the ladder
happens on municipal level. After appliance, motivations are controlled and judged on provincial level (Ministerie
van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2012 -a).
Theleological meaning
In accordance with the general trend of decentralization, also the SVIR shifts more responsibility towards the provinces and municipalities. The concrete, measurable instruments that are now out of function form clearly represent
this decentralization. The current SVIR refers to the ladder of sustainable development. The ladder leaves the option
of building outside the current built up areas open, motivated that there is no other option and with the prerequisite that the new development is well accessible. Densification shifted from hard measurable rules as listed above,
to densification as the standard with motivation based exceptions. The conclusion that densification has become
less prominent in the new SVIR and that the instruments to come to densification decreased in strength seems legit.
These conclusion is strengthened by decentralization and possibly the pressure of the housing mission.
4.2.4 Conclusion about densification in Dutch spatial policy
Studied policy
MIRT

Defining of densification
Densification as building adjacent
to existing infrastructure

NOVI

Densification as building within
urban boundaries
Also the definition of the MIRT is
used

SVIR

Same as the ladder: Densification
as building within existing urban
boundaries

Reasons for densification
Maximize profits of investment in infra
Maximize efficiency of use of infra
Protection of increase in car use
Protecting the open landscape
More intense use of existing functions
Maximize efficiency of use of infra
Protecting greenery in densification
practices
Use limited space sparingly

Table 16: Definition and reasons for densification per policy document.

To conclude, the strive for densification is for decades widely accepted in the Dutch land use planning and this is
still the case nowadays. In multiple national and local policy documents densification is elaborately named and perceived as the way to go. Per policy document, the definition of density somewhat differs and multiple reasons are
named to strive for densification (table 16). To these findings it has to be added that in the same documents, In line
with the ladder for sustainable development, the option to build outside existing urban areas is explicitly left open.
Thereby, the SVIR shows that recently concrete, measurable instruments stimulating densification are replaced by
the ladder for sustainable development.
Naturally, the strength of the studied content in the policy documents is subject to interpretation by the author since there are no concrete, quantitative or legal goals regarding densification in the Netherlands on national level. But
in general the studied documents give the impression that densification is still high on the priority list, despite the
decentralization and the clear expression that national government does not shun developments outside existing
urban boundaries if needed.
* Legislative change. ** Law in which the ladder for sustainable development recorded.
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4.3 The spatial characteristics of tiny villages
In this chapter the results of the spatial analysis on tiny house villages are described. The five concepts of Jabareen
(2006) form the basis of the spatial analysis. These five concepts are:
•
•
•
•
•

Compactness;
Sustainable transport;
Density;
Mixed land use;
Greening.

The concepts sustainable transport and density are divided. For the concept of sustainable transport, first the distance to the nearest bus stop is defined, additionally the distance to the nearest train station is defined. For the
concept of density, first the absolute density is defined. Additionally, this density is compared with the density of
the adjacent built up area, resulting in the relative density. In the following Chapters, a diagram is given showing the
distribution of scores on that specific concept. This is further substantiated with two examples of every score in the
form of maps.
4.3.1 Compactness
As discussed in chapter 2, compactness means building within the existing built up area. In relation to densification policy compactness is of importance to protect the open landscape from developments. Growing to the inside
instead of expanding contributes to more dense existing built up areas. This helps to avoid urban sprawl and conserves the open landscape. Especially in the Netherlands, open space between cities and villages is scarce and its
existence is continuously under high pressure. This is acknowledged in the MIRT and with the Ladder for Sustainable
Development. These policy and tool clearly advocate for building within the existing built up areas.
The tiny villages were analysed on compactness by comparing their allocation in relation to the built up area. The
results clearly show that the majority of the tiny villages is built within the existing built up area (Fig. 4). The tiny villages in Aarle-Rixtel (Fig. 5) and Panningen (Fig. 6) score high on compactness. These tiny villages are built on vacant
land in the middle of the villages of Panningen and Aarle-Rixtel. The tiny villages in Weert are built at the edges of
the built up area. However, these tiny villages are built just on the inside of the built up area, this means that the
existing built up area is not expanding out of its initial boundaries. This can be seen on the map of the Heuvelweg
(Fig. 7) and the Langeniusstraat (Fig. 8). On the map of the Langeniusstraat the tiny village at the Ringbaan Zuid is
visible as well, also receiving a + as score (Fig. 8). Six of the 31 tiny villages are built on the edge, but just outside
the built up area. These tiny villages form an expansion of the built up area. Examples of these tiny villages are the
Antwerpsebaan in Veldhoven (Fig. 9) and the Poeldonkweg in Den Bosch (Fig. 10). Low scores on compactness are
received by the tiny village in Meinerswijk in Arnhem (Fig. 11) and the tiny village in Zeist (Fig. 12). These low scores
are declared by the fact that these tiny villages are located outside the existing built up area.
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‘‘The results clearly show
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Figure 4: Diviation of scores on compactness.
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Figure 5: Compactness Jan van Rixtelstraat, Aarle-Rixtel.
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Figure 6: Compactness Panningen.
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Figure 7: Compactness Heuvelweg in Weert.
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Figure 8: Compactness Langeniusstraat in Weert.
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Figure 9: Compactness Antwerpsebaan in Veldhoven.

Figure 10: Compactness Poeldonkweg in Den Bosch.
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Figure 11: Compactness Meinerswijk in Arnhem.
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Figure 12: Compactness Kamp Zeist, in Zeist.
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4.3.2 Sustainable transport
Distance to nearest bus stop
In chapter 2 and chapter 4.1.2 it is argued that densifying of existing built up areas leads to a reduction in travel movements, especially car use, since the destinations are often more close by. Also, in more dense areas, the options
for other modes of transport are increasing, both leading to less air pollution.
‘’Car ownership tends to be lowest in city centres where public transport is available and parking space is at a premium; it is highest in suburban areas poorly served by public transport’’, often perceived as urban sprawl (ECMT, 2002,
p.15). Good accessible, affordable and efficient Public transport is a more sustainable transport option.
In the MIRT, densification has the goal to counteract and limit the increasing use of the private car, to maximize profits of investment in infrastructure and to maximize efficiency of use of infrastructure. To achieve this, in the MIRT
it is stated that densification should take place adjacent or close to existing infrastructure such as bus stops, train
tracks or metro tracks (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat et al., 2019). The tiny villages are analysed upon
the distance to the nearest bus stop and the nearest train station.
Distance to nearest bus stop
Analysing the results on the concepts of sustainable transport, it turns out that the results are highly varying (Fig.
13). 18 out of the 31 analysed villages received a + or ++ for the distance to the nearest bus stop. This can be seen
for example for the tiny villages in Katwijk (Fig. 15) and Almere (Fig. 16). From these villages, the bus stop is located
within 200 meters distance. For the tiny villages in Haarlem (Fig. 17) and in Alkmaar (Fig. 18), the bus stop is also
within walkable distance, albeit a bit further.
Up to 500 meters is an acceptable distance for walking to the nearest bus stop (CROW, n.d.). For four of the 31 tiny
villages, the distance is around the 500 meters, resulting in a +- score. This is the case for the tiny villages in Boxmeer
(Fig. 19) and Den Hoorn (Fig. 20).
Nine of the 31 analysed villages received an insufficient score about the distance to the nearest bus stop. For five of
these nine villages, getting to the nearest bus stop means a 601 meter to 800 meter meter trip. Two examples are
Veldhoven (Fig. 21) and Empel-Zuid (Fig. 22) For the other four tiny villages, the bus stop is located more than 801
meters away. This is out of walkable distance and does not contribute to sustainable ways of transport. This is for
example the case for the tiny villages in Rosmalen (Fig. 23) and Den Bosch (Fig. 24).
Distance to nearest train station
Tiny house villages are mostly out of walkable and cyclable distance of train stations, resulting on low scores (Fig.
14). The scores are significantly lower compared with the scores for the distance to the nearest bus stop. People
tend to cycle to train stations and therefore the acceptable distance to a train station increases relative to bus stops.
Based on the available data, the acceptable distance to a train station is determined on 1km (CROW 2019); (CROW
n.d.).
A majority of 20 Tiny villages received a --, meaning that the train station is far out of reach. Here, the train station
is more than 2 kilometers away. Examples are the tiny village in Nijkerk (Fig. 33) and Schijndel (Fig. 34).
For two tiny villages the train station is closer, yet still out of reach. This is the case for the tiny villages in Arnhem
(Fig. 31) and Hardenberg (Fig. 32). Inhabitants of these tiny house villages need to travel 1,5 to 2 kilometers to the
nearest train station.
For two villages the distance to the nearest train station is determined in the category 1000-1500 meters, resulting
in a +- score. The CROW (n.d.) determines this as the maximum distance most people tend to cycle to a train station.
This is the case for the tiny villages at the Ringbaan Zuid (Fig. 29) and the Langeniusstraat (Fig. 30), both in Weert.
For 7 out of the 31 analysed villages, the train station is within cyclable and walkable distance. The villages in Hurdegaryp (Fig. 27) and Hengelo (Fig. 28) received a + as score, meaning that the train station is located in between 500
meter to 1000 meter from the tiny village. For three more tiny villages, the train station is amply within walkable
distance, meaning that the train station is located at a maximum of 500 meters from the tiny village. This is the case
for the tiny village at the Kesterenlaan in Breda (Fig. 25) and the tiny village in Delft (Fig. 26).
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Figure 13: Deviation scores distance to bus stop.
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Figure 15: Distance to bus stop Akkerklokje Katwijk.

Figure 16: Distance to bus stop Trojestraat Almere.
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Figure 17: Distance to bus stop Cajanuspad Haarlem.

Figure 18: Distance to bus stop Helderseweg Alkmaar.
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Figure 19: Distance to bus stop De Kraai Boxmeer.

-

Figure 20: Distance to bus stop Woudselaan Den Hoorn.

-

Figure 21: Distance to bus stop Blaarthemseweg Veldhoven.

--

Figure 22: Distance to bus stop Balkbrug Oost in Empel-Zuid.

--

Figure 23: Distance to bus stop Kleine Vliet Rosmalen.

Figure 24: Distance to bus stop Poeldonkweg Den Bosch
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Figure 25: Distance to train station Kesterenlaan Breda.

Figure 26: Distance to train station Vulcanusweg Delft.

+
Figure 27: Distance to train station Poelmanstraat Hurdegaryp.

+-

+
Figure 28: Distance to train station Brouwerij Hengelo.

+-

Figure 29: Distance to train station Ringbaan Zuid Weert.

Figure 30: Distance to train station Langeniusstraat Weert.

-

Figure 31: Distance to train station Meinerswijk Arnhem.

-

Figure 32: Distance to train station Leeuwerikstraat Hardenberg.
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Figure 33: Distance to train station D. Kuyperstraat Nijkerk.

Figure 34: Distance to train station, Schijndel.

4.3.3 Density
An increasing density is perceived to positively ‘’affect sustainability through differences in the consumption of
energy, materials, and land for housing, transportation, and urban infrastructure’’ (Walker and Rees, 1997 in Jabareen, 2006, p.41).
In the SVIR, densification has the main meaning of sparingly usage of the limited space in the Netherlands. Building
with a high density helps to increase the ratio between buildings and ground space (Ministerie van Infrastructuur
en Milieu, 2012). In the NOVI, one of the reasons to strive for densification is the protecting of the open landscape.
Building with a high density a indirectly contributes to this (BZK, 2020 -b).
Absolute density
Of all the analysed concepts, the tiny villages received the lowest scores on the concept of density. Never a tiny
village scored higher than a medium density with a ground space index between the 0,25 and 0,36. 13 out of the 31
analysed tiny villages have a very low density (≤0,12). 15 times the density felt in the category ‘low’ with a density
varying between 1,13 and 0,24. Three times a medium score was achieved with a density between 0,25 and 0,36
(Fig. 35).
Relative density
To place the density of the tiny villages in their spatial context, the density of the tiny village compared to its adjacent built up area was analysed. The results somewhat placed the low scores on the absolute density in perspective.
On the concept of relative density, the tiny villages received significantly higher scores then for the absolute density.
Only three times the density of the tiny village was two categories lower than the adjacent built up area. This can be
seen in Katwijk (Fig. 43) and Delft (Fig. 44). For twelve tiny villages the density was one category lower than the density of the direct surroundings. Examples of tiny villages receiving this score are the tiny villages in Hurdegaryp (Fig.
41) and Boxmeer (Fig. 42). In a similar amount of 12 cases, for example in Den Bosch (Fig. 39) and Schijndel (Fig. 40),
the density of the tiny village fitted in the same category as the density of the adjacent built up area. In three cases,
the density of the tiny village was one category higher than the density of the direct surroundings. Examples are the
Ringbaan Zuid in Weert (Fig.
37) and the Kesterenlaan in
Breda (Fig. 38). Overall, the
results of the analysis of relative density indicate that
tiny villages have a comparable to somewhat lower
density than the surroundings the villages are placed
in.

Figure 35/36: The deviation of the scores
on absolute and
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Figure 37: Desity 1 category higher. Ringbaan-Zuid, Weert.
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Figure 39: A similar density. Poeldonkweg Den Bosch.
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Figure 40: A similar density. Neerlandstraat, Schijndel.
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Figure 41: Density 1 category lower. Poelmanstraat, Hurdegaryp.
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Figure 42: Density 1 category lower. De Kraai, Boxmeer.
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Figure 43: Density 2 categories lower. Akkerklokje,
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Figure 44: Density 2 categories lower. Vulcanusweg, Delft.
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4.3.4 Mixed land use
As indicated in chapter 2, mixed land use refers to the differentiation of the functions in a certain area. A high diversity in functions in the near surrounding can help to reduce traveling in general and shifts the focus to more walking
and cycling. The NOVI elaborates on densification by stating that densification, defined as building within existing
urban boundaries, can help to intensify and stimulate the use of existing functions in an existing urban environment
(BZK, 2020 -b). Mixed land use is also in close relation with the reason for densification given in the MIRT that explains that building near existing functions can reduce the use of the private car (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en
Waterstaat et al., 2019).
Of all analysed concepts, the highest scores are received for the concept of mixed land use. 25 Of the 31 analysed
villages received the maximum score, meaning that all five functions are located within 500 meters of the tiny village
(Fig. 45). Tiny villages with all functions within 500 meters are for example Panningen (Fig. 46) and Hengelo (Fig. 47).
due to their centralised allocation in a divers area. Not surprisingly, four of the six tiny villages that did not received
the highest score also scored lower on the concept of compactness. In Arnhem (Fig. 48) and Nijkerk (Fig. 49), four
of the five functions were to find within 500 meters, in Malden (Fig. 50) and Zeist (Fig. 51), only three of the five
functions were present.

Figure 45: Deviation of the scores on the concept of ‘mixed land use’.
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Figure 47: Every function present, Brouwerij Hengelo.
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Figure 46: Every function present, Kerkhofpad Panningen.
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Figure 48: 1 Function missing, Meinerswijk Arnhem
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Figure 49: 1 Function missing, D. Kuyperstraat, Nijkerk.
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Figure 50: 2 Functions missing, Droogsehof, Malden.
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Figure 51: 2 Functions missing, Kamp Zeist, Zeist.
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4.3.5 Greening
As explained in chapter 2, chapter 4.1.2 and chapter 4.1.3, the relation between greenery and densification of urban
areas is a complex one. Greenery in urban areas is scarce and of high value for the inhabitants of these urban areas.
There is a risk that densification goes at the expense of greenery in urban areas and therefore decreasing the quality
of life. This complex and on first glance reverse relationship is acknowledged in the Dutch policy documents. In the
NOVI it is stated that in the process of densification extra attention should go to the green environment in urban
areas (BZK, 2020 -b). This makes it necessary to analyse the tiny villages on greenery to investigate if tiny villages
comply with densification policy.
The results of the analysis show that tiny villages are green. The majority of the tiny houses received a high or very
high score on the concept of greenery (Fig. 52). Greenery in this regards has a close relationship with densities. Low
densities often mean green tiny villages. Good examples of green tiny villages are the tiny village in Dedemsvaart
(Fig. 53) and Sneek (Fig. 54). for these tiny villages more than 59% of the area is covered in greenery. There are tiny
villages that are even greener but due to other ways of calculating the green space (Table 15), the greenery of these
villages is not mapped. The tiny villages at the Droogsehof in Malden (Fig. 55) and at the Koraalstraat in Breda (Fig.
56) received a score in the class of ’ Much greenery’ with a green surface in the category 45%-59%.
The tiny villages in Nijkerk (Fig. 57) and Rosmalen (Fig. 58) have a medium amount of greenery. Here 30%-44% of
the total surface of the neighbourhood is green.
The tiny villages in Schijndel (Fig. 59) and Hardenberg (Fig. 60) are examples with Little greenery. The coverage of
greenery of the total surface of these tiny villages falls in the category of 15%-29%. Never a village received a score
in the lowest category in which the amount of greenery is characterised by ‘very little’ (Fig. 52).

Figure 52: Deviation of the scores on the concept of greening.
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Figure 53: Highest score on greenery. Botermanswijk, Dedemsvaart.
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Figure 54: 2 Highest score on greenery. Molenkrite, Sneek
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Figure 55: High score on greenery. Droogsehof, Malden.
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Figure 56: High score on greenery. Koraalstraat, Breda.
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Figure 57: Medium score on greenery. D. Kuyperstraat, Nijkerk.
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Figure 58: 2 Medium score on greenery. Kleine Vliet, Rosmalen.
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Figure 59: Low score on greenery. Neerlandstraat, Schijndel.
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Figure 60: Low score on greenery. Leeuwerikstraat, Hardenberg.
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4.3.6 Conclusion about the spatial characteristics of tiny villages
To conclude, this chapter ends with an overview of the scores per tiny village as presented in the table below (table 17). On the left side the 31 analysed tiny villages are listed. On the top, the five analysed concepts are visible:
compactness, sustainable transport (divided in distance to nearest bus stop and distance to nearest train station),
density (divided in absolute and relative density), mixed land use and greening.
T.h. villages/Concepts

Botermanswijk, Dedemsvaart
J. van Rixtelstaart, Aarle Rixtel
Droogsehof, Malden
Meinerswijk, Arnhem
Molenkrite, Sneek
Trojestraat, Almere Poort
Poeldonkweg, Den Bosch
V. W. Poelmanstr. Hurdegaryp
D. Kuyperstraat, Nijkerk
Antwerpsebaan, Veldhoven
Djept, Veldhoven
Blaarthemseweg, Veldhoven
Akkerklokje, Katwijk
Helderseweg, Alkmaar
Langeniusstraat, Weert
Ringbaan Zuid, Weert
Heuvelweg, Weert
Wouterstraat, America
Kerkhofpad, Panningen
Neerlandstraat, Schijndel
De Kraai, Boxmeer
Woudselaan, Den Hoorn
Kesterenlaan, Breda
Koraalstraat, Breda
Balkbrug-Oost, Rosmalen
Kleine Vliet, Rosmalen
Vulcanusweg, Delft
Leeuwerikstraat, Hardenberg
Cajanuspad, Haarlem
Brouwerij, Hengelo
Kamp Zeist, Zeist

Compactness

+++
+++
++
+++
++
+++
++
++
++
+
+
++
+++
++
++
x
++
++
x
+++
++
+
++
-

S. Transport
bus stop
+
+
-++
-+
+
+
+++
+
++
+
+
+
++++
+
-+
+
+
+
--

S. Transport
train station
----++
-+
-----+
++----+
-++
---++
-+
--

Absolute
Density (gsi)
--------+-+-+----

Relative
Density (gsi)
+++++++-++
+x
++
++-+
--

Mixed Land
Use
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
+
++
+
++
++
++
++
++
++
+
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
+-

Greening

++
+
+
++
++
++
x
++
+++
+
++
++
++
+
+
+
+
+++
+
+
+
+++
++
++
x

Table 17: An overview of all the scores. Displayed per analysed concept, per tiny village. An ‘x’ means that the concept is not analysed.
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5 Discussion
The discussion is set up as follows. In chapter 5.1, possible limitations in this research are identified. Per limitation,
an estimation of the impact of that limitation on the results is made. In chapter 5,2, the results of the research are
placed in multiple perspectives. Thereby, attention is paid to additional findings analysing the tiny villages.
5.1 Limitations
Reliability issues in external data
When possible, the categorisation of the scores is based on the findings in the studied policy documents, the NOVI,
MIRT and SVIR. In cases where this was impossible, external data was used and clearly communicated in the analytical framework. External data was used for two different aims in building the method. First, external data was used
for the categorisation of the scores. This categorisation is of high importance in this thesis. When careless handling
the sources behind this categorisation, and when these sources cannot be traced back, it can possibly turn into a
limitation. Second, external data was used in executing the empirical analysis in ArcGIS Pro.
In these underlying data, imperfections exist. This can best be explained by giving the following example. To categorise the scores on density and to determine the relative density, this research made use of data from Harbers
et al. (2020). Harbers et al. (2020) determined the ground space index of the built up area for the whole of the
Netherlands. This data is only recently available and therefore the data still consists of random error. An example
noted by the author, sometimes parts of a highway are included in the calculation of the ground space index for a
neighbourhood, influencing the results. Also Harbers et al. (2020) acknowledge some uncertainties of their data,
for example when a building is lifted from the ground, this is not taken into account in the data. Given the fact that
the data is covering all the built up areas of the Netherlands, this errors are estimated to only have medium effect
on the results. The result on the concept of relative density are most affected by these errors, it is unclear if these
results are affected positively or negatively.
Blurry satellite images
To execute the research in this thesis, recent satellite images of high quality are needed. In particular high quality is
of importance since the differences between multiple sorts of land use on a neighbourhood scale has to be visible
to be able to manually determine these. Three times a tiny village was not analysed because the satellite images
were unclear. These tiny villages are all self-built tiny villages, forming the minority of the 31 analysed tiny villages.
Despite this, the influence on the results is limited given the high amount of 31 analysed tiny villages.
Incomplete idea of density
In this research a first indication about the density of tiny villages is given by expressing the use of space with the
floor space index and comparing the floor space index of the tiny villages with their direct surroundings. This gives
a spatially oriented result. Population density is lacking due to the lack of time to gather reliable data about the
inhabitation of tiny houses, and the fact that this research is spatially oriented. However, additionally analysing the
population density can put the results in a significant different perspective. That is why at the end of the conclusion,
a suggestion for further research is based on this gap in the method. However the addition of population density
can shine a new light on the results, in this thesis population density was not necessary to conclude upon the main
question since the spatial policy refers to spatial density.
Rough edges results mixed land use
The concept of mixed land use was one of the five analysed concepts. The results give a good impression about
the variety of functions around the tiny village. However, it has to be noted that this results do not say anything on
two aspects. First, the amount of functions is not taken into account, limiting the conclusion one can draw to what
extend the functions are mixed. To illustrate with an example: an area with 99 houses and one shop generates the
same result as any other distribution, like 70 houses and 30 shops. Secondly, the exact functions remain unknown.
This means that a shop has the same status (commercial) as a supermarket. One can argue that a supermarket
in the neighbourhood is more valuable
Weaknesses
Influence on result
than a certain other shop. A more deReliability issues in external data
Medium
tailed analysis of mixed land use, taking
Blurry satellite images
Weak
these two point consideration would
Incomplete idea of density
Medium
lead to better results. The high results
on mixed land use for the tiny villages
Rough edges results mixed land use
Medium
however remains a valuable indication. Table 18: Weaknesses and their influence on the results
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5.2 The results discussed
Research on tiny houses, especially on tiny villages is scarce. As far the author knows, the spatial implementation of
tiny houses is never empirically investigated. Also about tiny houses in the Netherlands little academic work exists.
Given the explorative character of this thesis, it is challenging to confront the results with comparable results in existing literature. The next paragraphs show additional findings from the research and discuss the results in multiple
perspectives.
Academical underpinning densification policies
This thesis shows that the Dutch policy regarding densification shows clear similarities with academic work on
sustainable urban form, especially the compact city. Densification is evidently present in the Dutch spatial policy
documents, it is however scattered and not operationalised. Operationalisation was necessary to spatially analyse
the tiny villages upon the policy. When adapting a more qualitative definition of densification, as a means to create
sustainable urban form, the work of Jabareen (2006) came into place. Jabareen describes seven concepts that contribute to sustainable urban form. It turned out that the reasons to strive for densification in the policy documents
were highly in line with five of these seven concepts identified by Jabareen. In his work Jabareen also links the
concepts to the sustainable urban forms. It turns out that 4 of these five concepts are strongly present in literature
about the compact city. Only greening shows a weak link with the compact city ideals. Research often highlights that
Dutch spatial policies are based on the ideas of the compact city, (for example: Nabielek et al., 2012). In this thesis,
through an elaborated policy analysis with the focus on densification, also strong correlations were found.
Position prefab tiny houses in the movement
For this research, information about tiny villages was gathered through internet studies. The website of Tiny House
Nederland was often visited. Also, multiple blogs about tiny houses and their inhabitants were scanned through and
the author became a member of multiple Facebook and Instagram groups about tiny houses. While entering this
digital world of tiny houses, something remarkable stood out. Blogs, websites and other platforms are all filled with
idealistic stories, pictures and videos primarily about the self-built, free standing tiny houses. The tiny house movement in the Netherlands seems to have some aversion against the prefab tiny houses, This can be seen for example
in the ‘tiny database’, only focused on the self-built tiny houses (Tiny House Nederland, 2020) and it literally comes
forward in a personal blog made by Jonker (2020 -b). Even though prefab tiny houses seem to form the majority of
all tiny houses in the Netherlands. Also in existing literature about the tiny house movement, the prefab tiny house
in not even mentioned. Not in Anson (2014) or Kilman (2016). In Shearer et al. (2018), an article that gives an oversight of existing tiny house forms set up to define tiny houses, the prefab tiny house is only mentioned very briefly.
A possible aversion against prefab tiny houses can possibly be declared by an aversion against the liberal, profit-led
big scale production of tiny houses, going against the ideals of those inhabiting a self-built tiny house, avoiding the
regular housing market. The fear may also exist that the prefab tiny houses will replace the initial idea of the free-standing self-built off-grid tiny houses, on which the tiny house movement is based. What also can play a role is that
the inhabitants of self-built tiny houses choose to live in a tiny house and are more motivated to share their story,
in contradiction with the inhabitants of prefab tiny houses. Self-built tiny houses often have a distinctive design
(Shearer et al., 2018), worth it to spread it through social media.
Based on the results of this thesis it seems worth it to rethink the position of the prefab tiny houses within the tiny
house movement. Yes, the prefab tiny houses arguably are aesthetically not as idealistic as the self-built tiny villages
but excluding them from the tiny house movement for that specific reason would be too easy. Looking further than
design, prefab tiny houses have the possibility to compete with the self-built tiny houses if comes about low costs,
sustainable land use for sure and possibly also for sustainability in general.
The prefab tiny houses in the Netherlands are often partially off-grid (Heijmans, n.d.); (Barli B.V., 2018), totally
off-grid (TinyTIM, n.d.) and built out of reusable materials (TinyTIM, n.d.); (Heijmans, n.d.); (Barli B.V., 2018). This
however can also be concluded for most of the self-build tiny houses.
Additionally, a side result that came forward in this thesis is that the tiny villages with prefab tiny houses are built
more sustainable if it is about spatial allocation. More than the self-built tiny villages, the prefab tiny villages are
built within existing built up areas, are built with significant higher densities and on average still received high scores
on greenery.
Also in the field of equality, there are reasons to argue in favour of prefab tiny houses compared to the self-build
ones. Diversity among inhabitants seems to be higher in the prefab tiny villages. This diversity is often forced by
municipalities. These tiny houses are often utilised for temporary inhabitation (often with a maximum of two years)
for different population groups, so called ‘spoedzoekers’ (like people who just divorced, refugees or young people
who have troubles to find their own house). Thereby, the fact that the prefab tiny houses do not require private
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building costs can stimulate also less financially fortunate people to move in, like a traditional rented home. The
relatively high financial investments one need to make to build the tiny house (Shearer et al., 2018); (Kilman, 2016)
and thereby the persistence to overcome all legal and social barriers to start living in a self-built tiny house (Kilman,
2016); (Anson, 2014) nowadays can result in self-built tiny houses available only for the happy few (Anson, 2014).
This paragraph is not a claim that the self-built tiny houses are unsustainable compared to the prefab tiny houses.
But based on this study one could argue to broaden up the discussion about sustainability as well as equality of tiny
houses by looking further than the resource use of the tiny houses alone. Since more tiny houses are emerging in
the Netherlands it is time to also include the spatially driven sustainability in the discussion. By doing so, one cannot
ignore the prefab tiny houses anymore.
Temporality and the conclusion of this thesis
Many tiny villages in the Netherlands are located temporarily on the location. This can be seen for the prefab as well
as the self-built tiny houses. This temporariness should be reflected upon the results of this thesis and should not
be overlooked. One can argue that it does not matter if tiny village are located temporary or fixed. After all, the tiny
houses are there and the location is closely related to transport mode, greenery etcetera, with it’s spatial, social and
ecological consequences. Thereby, (re)moving tiny villages will influence the scores positively as well as negatively
over time. A good example is the tiny village in Kamp Zeist. This village has very diverse scores, high on greenery,
but low on density and compactness. This village is located in Kamp Zeist temporarily, when the inhabitants take
their houses to a future location, a new analysis of this tiny village can give totally different scores. The aspect of
temporality can matter however if tiny villages are seen as a temporary trend and are perceived to disappear in the
future. This is perceived to be an unlikely scenario as explained before in this thesis. Out of this discussion around
the effect of temporality, a suggestion of follow-up research is made in the conclusion.
Competition on land for tiny villages
Before criticizing tiny villages from a spatial viewpoint, it seems fair to touch upon the question: if there were no tiny
villages, how would the land otherwise be used? During the execution of this thesis, it turned out that the answer
to this question differs per tiny village. The answer can roughly be divided in three options:
First, the land would otherwise be vacant. Some of the tiny villages are on brownfields that are likely to otherwise
be vacant. There are two reasons for this. First, some of the plots on which tiny houses are built are that small that
the author dares to state that these small plots otherwise would stay vacant. This may be the case for example for
the tiny villages in Schijndel and the tiny villages at the Langeniusstraat and the Ringbaan Zuid in Weert. Temporality
in this respect does not matter. Secondly, sometimes the location of the tiny villages is temporary, mostly the vacant
spot is than awaiting to be filled with housing or other development. Until this happens, tiny houses can fill the spot
that otherwise would stay vacant until the planned developments take place. These tiny houses form an addition to
the current housing stock and do not compete with other land uses.
Secondly, multiple tiny villages are implemented on plots that were originally green. Examples are the Kerkhofpad in
Panningen and the Texelsroomlaan in Alkmaar (yet to be realised). Some tiny villages will be placed in a former city
park, (westpark Groningen). It has to be stated that in some cases it is hard to say when the spot would otherwise
be ‘vacant’ or ‘green’.
Thirdly, some tiny village are permanent. These villages are often part of a bigger development project (Trojestraat).
In this case the answer to the question ‘what would otherwise happened with the land’ is the same for the rest of
the planned traditional neighbourhood and can highly differ per location.
However it is hard to predict the alternative land use for all the analysed tiny villages, answering the question ‘what
would otherwise happened with the land’ can put the results in a new perspective. For example: a negative result
because of a low density of a certain tiny village can be placed in perspective if the land would otherwise stay vacant, providing no housing options at all. One can argue that the tiny houses still form a welcome addition to the
housing shortage, despite the low density. This however goes beyond the scope of this research in which the spatial
characteristics are reflected upon densification policy.
The discussion highlighted the similarities between the incentives named in the policies to strive for densification
and academical work about sustainable urban form, in particular the compact city. Thereby, based on the results,
the position of the prefab tiny house within the tiny house movement is discussed. Structural differences in results
between the self-built, free standing tiny houses and the prefab tiny houses are the reason for this. Thereby the
discussion enriches the results by interpreting them to the factor of temporality and by touching upon the question
‘what otherwise would be happened to the land’. This discussion is followed up by the conclusion in which the results are linked to the densification policies.
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6 Conclusion
In the conclusion, the research questions are answered one by one, leading to an answer on the main question.
Through a literature study answers were found about the definition of densification and its pros and cons. Secondly,
a policy analysis was executed based on Von Savigny (Ifsen, 2004 in Hartmann et al., 2018). Per policy document,
the literal content of the policy document, and the teleological meaning of densification were analysed. Thirdly, tiny
villages in the Netherlands were spatially investigated. This spatial analysis was based on 5 of the 7 concepts for
sustainable urban form, identified by Jabareen (2006). These 5 analysed concepts are: compactness, density, sustainable transport, mixed land use and greening. The following section provides answers to each research question
individually. At the end, these answers combined conclude upon the main research question.
How is urban densification debated?
First, the term densification can have slightly different meanings in different research. The definition varies from
densification referring to the ratio between buildings and land area to densification in a qualitative perspective as a
means to achieve sustainable urban form. Densification is subject of discussion in contemporary literature. Densification can lead to reduced car use and is able to preserve the open landscape from developments. Critique towards
densification can be summarised in its contradiction with living preferences and the lack of convincing evidence for
an increase in sustainability.
How is densification shaped/organised in the Netherlands?
Densification started to gain interest after the second world war. Over the decades, densification appeared in different forms substantiated with various motives. At first there was the policy focused on ‘concentrated decentralisation’. As a reaction to the worry about city centers becoming less liveable, so-called Vinex neighbourhoods gave
shape to densification. Nowadays, on the national level densification plays a role in the documents called the MIRT,
SVIR and the NOVI and is focused on the compact city ideals. Despite differences in the definition of densification
in these policy documents, and despite the decentralization in the Dutch government that let go clear measurable
guidelines for densification, it is evident that densification still plays an important role in Dutch spatial policy. The
compulsory appliance of the Ladder for Sustainable Development for projects underpins this. Nowadays, the strive
for densification is substantiated by the protection of the open landscape; sparingly use the limited space; maximizing the efficiency of the current infrastructure and limiting the use of the private car and more intense use of
existing functions.
What are the spatial characteristics of implemented tiny villages?
The answer to the this question is two-dimensional/superficial and nuanced. The scores where different per analysed concepts between themselves. However the scores per concept are relatively corresponding. As follows, the
concepts are concluded upon individually.
Compactness
The majority of the tiny villages are built within the existing built up areas, meaning that the influence of tiny villages
on the open landscape is limited. There were a few exceptions. 7 Tiny villages were located outside current built up
area, affecting the open landscape.
Sustainable transport
The results on the concept of sustainable transport are highly variable. For the distance to the nearest bus stop the
scores were predominantly positive. 20 Of the 28 analysed tiny villages have a bus stop within 500 meters, walkable
distance. For the other eight villages, the bus stop is perceived to be outside walking distance. The scores for the
distances to the nearest train station are highly divers but predominantly negative. For 20 of the 28 analysed tiny
villages the nearest train station is located outside the range of one kilometer people tend to walk and cycle.
Mixed land use
The highest scores were received on the concept of mixed land use. It turns out that most tiny houses are surrounded with a high diversity of functions (living, retail, jobs, institutions) within a walkable distance of 500 meters
around the tiny village. This is relatable with the conclusion on compactness, showing that tiny villages are predominantly built within the existing built up area.
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Density
Zooming in to the spatial planning of the tiny villages themselves, the results becomes less positive. For the concept
of density, the scores were low. Never more than a +- was scored for density, this is remarkable since the categorization of the scores is based on common neighbourhoods in the Netherlands. Tiny villages have a lower ground
space index then the average neighbourhoods in the Netherlands. This is not directly a big problem in the light of
densification, it does mean however that land can be used more efficient. The density of the tiny village in relation
to the direct surroundings gave a slightly more positive result then the absolute density. In general, it turns out that
tiny villages have a comparable to a slightly lower density compared to the adjacent built up area.
Greening
Tiny villages are green. The surface between the tiny houses, also those that are placed in blocks or rows, is most
often filled with greenery. The low ground coverage by (car) roads through the tiny villages also helps with the high
scores of greenery. Tiny villages are predominantly designed for the pedestrian. This combined with low densities
leave a significant share of space open for greenery.
Answer to the main research question
Combining the answers on the different research questions leads to an answer on the main question: How do tiny
villages comply with densification policies? The Dutch spatial policy brings forward the following incentives to strive for densification: the protection of the open landscape; sparingly use of limited space; maximizing the efficiency
of the current infrastructure; limiting the use of the private car; maximize profits of investments in infrastructure
and more intense use of existing functions. All this with the prerequisite that greenery is protected in densification
practices. The results of the empirical research showed that tiny villages are predominantly built within existing
built up areas. The risk for urban sprawl seems therefore limited and tiny villages hardly have any effect on the open
landscape. Thereby, tiny villages are located in areas with a good supply of other functions nearby. In line with the
policy, tiny villages ensure existing functions to be used more intense. The allocation of the tiny villages does not
help in the policy goals related to sustainable transport. Bus stops and especially train stations are too often out of
distances that are perceived to stimulate cycling and walking.
Zooming in to the spatial characteristics of the tiny villages themselves, most tiny villages are built with low densities, in general slightly lower than the adjacent built up areas. This does not comply with the aim in the policies to
sparingly use the limited land available. Thereby, low densities can indirectly have a negative influence on the protection of the open landscape. Also a positive note can be made about the internal characteristics of most tiny villages. The policies stress the need to not loose attention for greenery when bringing densification into practice. It can
be concluded that greenery has a strong position in the spatial planning of the tiny villages, in line with the policy.
To summarise, externally the spatial allocation of tiny villages in light of the policy is predominantly good. The locations of the tiny villages seem to be mostly in line with densification policies, namely within the built up area, with
diverse functions nearby. More attention should be paid to sustainable transport however. Internally, tiny villages
are only partly in line with densification policy. Yes, tiny villages are green, but the density is low (Table 19).

Policy regarding densification
Maximize profits of
investment in infrastructure
Maximize efficiency of use of
infrastructure
Protection of increase in car
use
Protecting the open landscape
More intense use of existing
functions
Protecting greenery in
densification practices
Use limited space sparingly

Results in compliance with the policy?
Predominantly not. Bus stops but especially train
stations far away
Predominantly not. Bus stops but especially train
stations far away
Predominantly not. Bus stops but especially train
stations far away
Predominantly yes. Mostly build within existing
built up areas but with low densities
Yes. Tiny villages build in areas with a diverse
range of functions nearby
Yes, greenery takes a strong position in the
spatial design of most tiny villages
Partly. Mostly build within existing built up areas
but with low densities

Table 19: An overview how spatial charateristics comply to densification policies.
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Relevance of the results
By investigating spatial characteristics of tiny villages, an important addition in the debate around the sustainability of tiny houses was made. As this thesis has shown, already a significant amount of tiny houses is placed in
the Netherlands. In the future it is likely that this amount will increase, further affecting the Dutch landscape. This
research aims to critically investigate the spatial allocation of the implemented tiny houses in the light of the policy
regarding densification. In the light of these policies, the results show that from a spatial perspective, planners and
municipalities should think about higher densities and more sustainable transport options for the upcoming tiny
villages. This thesis enriched the debate around tiny houses with empirical findings on a missing point of view: spatial implementation. Adding the spatial point of view to the debate around tiny houses creates a broader analytical
basis, this can contribute to future research and to better plan future tiny villages.
Further research
It seems realistic to predict that the amount of tiny houses in the Netherlands will grow in the near future. This
prediction had to be based on indicators like research done by Hoorn & Kotte (2016) and USP Marketing Consultancy (2020), active private Facebook communities like ‘Tiny House Nederland’ (Facebook, 2015), the open Facebook
page, also named ‘Tiny House Nederland’ (Tiny House Nederland, z.d.) and many blogs (Tiny House Nederland,
2020). Instead of making this prediction based on non-academical indicators, it seems useful to academically investigate the possible future of tiny houses in the Netherlands. This can for example be done by scenario studies or
through a multi-level analysis. At the best knowledge of the author this is never done in academically manner before
in the Dutch context. Gaining more insight in the future of tiny villages can form a basis for further research and can
increase the awareness about the need for a well-considered spatial implementation of tiny houses.
In the light of efficient use of available space, research can elaborate more on the amount of land tiny houses really
consume. Besides the ground space index used in this research, a useful addition can made. This addition can be to
express the density of tiny villages by the population density. This can possibly put the low floor space indexes into
a new perspective, when the population density turns out to be relatively high compared to traditional neighbourhood planning, one can than argue that a low floor space index is less of a problem. Then the interesting question
arises how tiny villages relate to traditional neighbourhood-planning with for example row houses, villas and apartments when it is about density.
Future research could dive into the floorer to what extend tiny villages are plannable. The implementation of tiny villages, predominantly within existing built up areas, often on relatively small plots, can be a challenge in the Netherlands with its high pressure on land. Thereby, the ‘not in my backyard’ (NIMB) phenomenon comes the picture. Tiny
houses are not always wanted by the existing inhabitants of a certain neighbourhood. Also, the fact that tiny houses
are a relatively new phenomenon in the Netherlands and that implementing tiny houses can cause bureaucracy-related challenges can also influencing the ‘plannability’ of tiny villages.
So far, the method is only applied on tiny villages. It provides an answer to what extend these tiny villages comply
with Dutch policy on densification. To put these results in a perspective, follow-up research should apply the method on traditional neighbourhoods with roughly the same amount of houses. Highly different results of the tiny
villages relative to the results of more traditional neighbourhoods can positively or negatively influence the view on
the way tiny villages are spatially implemented in the Netherlands.
A follow up study can tackle the issue of temporariness of a proportion of the analysed tiny villages. As explained in
the discussion, the results of the spatially analysis is a snapshot and cannot take into account new locations when
tiny villages move. Measuring the same tiny villages again in a defined amount of years provides an insight in the
change of the results over time. This should off course be done in the light of possible changes in the way the Dutch
policy describes density.

‘‘So, emerging tiny houses, risking urban sprawl? Barely. And certainly not when more attention is paid to sustainable transport and density in future tiny villages.’’
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Annex
1 Database tiny villages
The table on the next page provides an overview of tint villages in the Netherlands. This list of tiny villages came
arose from an elaborated desktop study. This study was executed to gather a study population to apply the spatial
analysis on. Additional to the information about the tiny villages, the table also shows whether a tiny villages is analysed or not. This overview can form a convenient base for further research on tiny houses or tiny villages. Addings
in this list of tiny villages are made until January 2021. Please note that however most tiny villages are represented,
this list remains incomplete.
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Analysed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No, to be developed
No, to be developed
No, to be developed
Yes
Yes
Yes
No, to be developed
Yes
Yes
No, to be developed
No, to be developed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No, only 4 houses
Yes
No, to be developed
Yes
No, basemap unclear
No, basemap unclear
No, to be developed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No, basemap unclear
No, to be developed

Municipality
Laarbeek
Almere
Midden Delfland
Arnhem
Hardenberg
's-Hertogenbosch
Den Helder
Groningen
Groningen
Hengelo
Nijkerk
Huemen
Schouwen-Duiveland
Súdwest-Fryslân
Veldhoven
Zeist
Dordrecht
Haarlem
Tietjerksteradeel
Alkmaar
Delft
Heemskerk
Katwijk
Almere
Boxmeer
Groningen
Leeuwarden
Apeldoorn
Veldhoven
Veldhoven
Weert
Weert
Weert
Horst aan de Maas
Peel en Maas
Meierijstad
Breda
Breda
's-Hertogenbosch
's-Hertogenbosch
Hardenberg
Zeist
Beilen
Dordrecht

Type
Prefab
Self built
Self built
Prefab
Prefab
Self built
Self built
Self built
Self built
Self built
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Self built
Self built
Prefab
Prefab
Self built
Self built
Self built
Self built
Self built
Prefab
Self built
Self built
Self built
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Prefab
Self built
Prefab
Self built

Place
Aarle Rixtel
Almere Poort
Den Hoorn
Meinerswijk
Dedemsvaart
Den Bosch
Den Helder
Groningen
Groningen
Hengelo
Nijkerk
Malden
Renesse
Sneek
Veldhoven
Zeist
Dordrecht
Haarlem
Hurdegaryp
Alkmaar
Delft
Heemskerk
Katwijk
Almere
Boxmeer
Ten Boer
Leeuwarden
Apeldoorn
Veldhoven
Veldhoven
Weert
Weert
Weert
America
Panningen
Schijndel
Breda
Breda
Empel-Zuid
Rosmalen
Hardenberg
Zeist
Beilen
Dordrecht

Adress
Jan van Rixtelstraat
Trojestraat
Woudselaan 12
Meinerswijk
Botermanswijk
Poeldonkweg
Texelstroomlaan
Meerstad
Westpark
Brouwerij, 7553 RB, Hengelo
Dominee Kuyperstraat
Droogsehof
De Laone (behind soccer field)
Molenkrite
Djept
Waterwinpark ''De Waterbron''
Aalbersestraat/Dresselhuysstraat
Cajanuspad/Zwemmerslaan
Van Weerden Poelmanstraat
Helderseweg 28
Vulcanusweg 295-305
Rijksstraatweg
Akkerklokje 25
Tureluurwerg, Vuursteenhof
De Kraai
Woldwijk, (in line with the Verlaatweg)
De Klamp
Nijbroekseweg
Antwerpsebaan
Blaarthemseweg
Langesiusstraat
Ringbaan-Zuid
Heuvelweg
Wouterstraat
Kerkhofpad
Neerlandstraat
Kesterenlaan
Koraalstraat
Balkbrug-Oost
Kleine Vliet
Leeuwerikstraat
Kamp Zeist
Lievingerveld
Noorderdijk

Amount of houses
10
8
9
16
12
32
33
Unknown
30
10
28
18
24
20
20
6
11
10
5
5
14
4
8
31
5
12
10
10
30
35
10
12
8
12
10
6
25
22
32
32
15
15
10
5

Timespan
15 years, then another 10 years somewhere else in municipality
Permanent
5 years, possible extention to 10 years
2 years
Permanent, but 2 year contracts for inhabitants.
5 years
Permanent
Permanent
10 years
5 years
Permanent, but 2 year contracts for inhabitants.
10 years
15 years. Then the aim is to use them somewhere else. Inhabitation for max. 5 years.
10 years
Permanent, but 2 year contracts for inhabitants.
5 years
10 years
10 years, of which 2 to 3 years current spot. May have to move within that 10 years
Permanent
5 years
5 to 10 years
5 years, possibly another 5 years
10 years
Permanent
10 years, possible extension
Permanent
Permanent
At least 5 years
10 years
10 years
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
10 years
Unknown
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
2 years

2 Maps spatial analysis
Compactness
Here the maps for the concept of compactness are shown. The built up area and the borders of the tiny village are
highlighted, this makes it visible if a tiny village forms an infill or an extension of the current built up area.
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Beeldmateriaal, Beeldmateriaal.nl, Maxar, Microsoft; Esri Nederland,
Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek
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Relative density
Here the maps for the concept of relative density are
shown. The density of the tiny house village as well as
the density of the adjacent built up area is shown. The
border of the tiny village is outlined in black.
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Mixed land use
Here the maps for the concept of mixed land use are
shown. When a function is missing, that function is
croosed out in the legend.
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Greening
Here the maps for the concept of greenery are shown.
For the missing tiny villages, the green surface was determined in an other way. his could not be mapped.
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